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CHARLOTTE

EVERGREEN PHOENIX

Spider veins from a web of work

A life long lived weaves around

The thread of love through

Gale force lives with concentric trust

So a morsel of distress innately

Pulls her near where she wombs
The struggling soul into a cocoon of self-belief

Michael Russell

College Transfer

The storm is blowing this way

I feel the wind teasing my body

I hear it calling my name

and I hear the pine trees screaming my rage

as the clouds shed raindrops not unlike my own tears

There is a storm brewing inside me
It's been building its strength for years

my strength

tempered by my shame, my anger, my disillusions

It's luring me outside now
calling me away from the life I no longer want to live

It's telling me its breath, its words, its whispers

can console me, ease the pain,

that its rain can wash the dirt away

The clouds that are such a threat to so many

resemble a great featherbed

prepared for me for eternity

promising cool, restful sleep

away from modem angst and dryness

The evergreens dance with it

swaying gently to and fro

dropping the occasional dead or weakened limb

yet the dance continues

on and on, with its uneven cadence

the wind is breathing new life into them also

I don't know how many more days I can resist

this welcome cry from the wind

While others hover indoors, hiding from its power

I walk into it, with no coat, wanting to remove

all that covers me
and go dancing

and let it bend me and break me
so that like the phoenix I may begin again.

Deana E. Collins

Accounting
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THE EYES OF GOD
Carol Lautier-Woodley, College Transfer

When I was thirteen years old, I carried our family Bible

to school everyday. Its white leather cover and glowing, large

gold letters made it a somewhat conspicuous declaration of

my recent salvation. I'll admit that, in addition to my other

books, it was awfully heavy, but it was an effective reminder

to my pubescent heart that while other girls were going to

parties and learning to put on make-up, I was to refrain from

such activities. Still, the promise of heaven in the life to come

did not make the Friday nights when school dances were held

less lonely.

My grandmother never understood why I was so sullen

on those nights. What, after all, was it to sacrifice a few fleet-

ing dances compared to the sacrifice that Jesus made on the

cross for me?
Sister Katie Parker, however, both understood and prom-

ised that as I grew stronger in the Lord, I would lose those

desires and come to realize that all I needed was in Him. Had
it not been for her, I might have abandoned my faith com-

pletely, but I trusted her, and in trusting her, I learned to trust

God more.

Sister Katie was our organist, choir director, Bible study

teacher, some-time pastor, and spiritual counselor. She was a

beautiful, big cocoa brown woman with wavy, shoulder-length

hair. She had a voice for singing and preaching that would

make the devil want to live right. At the age of forty-two, she

was a saved, sanctified virgin.

"I'd rather go to heaven in the arms of Jesus, than hell in

the arms of a man!" she'd proudly declare to encourage those

of us who were younger and weaker in the Lord. She endured

quite a bit of persecution being unmarried at her age. Every-

one in town knew she was a missionary, yet rumors of her

being a lesbian persisted. The way she stood on the Word in

the face of adversity made us all proud. I think every sister

wanted to be like her. I know I did.

I admit that I was a bit puzzled when I sought, and she

provided, advice on how to handle my growing attraction to

boys.

"You have to fall in love with God, Sara."

"Fall in love with God?" I exclaimed, afraid that her ad-

vice bordered on blasphemy.

She assured me that this was what I needed to do and I,

although uncertain of the mechanics, accepted it as truth. Sis-

ter Katie was, after all, wiser in the Word than I could ever

hope to be. She was also my Christian role model. As a mat-

ter of fact, at St. Mark's Holiness Church, she was everyone's

role model.

I guess that's why her coming up pregnant took us all by

surprise.

Bishop Pitts was our pastor at the time. He was a tall,

slim man of at least sixty, maybe seventy, and he was com-
pletely bald. He was most famous for his "God Didn't Lift

You Up To Let You Down" sermon during which his upper

plate slipped out of his mouth and onto the podium as he

whooped and hollered about deliverance. He was with Sister

Katie the day everyone found out she was pregnant.

Bishop Pitts said the Lord had led him to stop by Sister

Katie's house that cold January morning and ask her to pray

with him that souls be added to the church's small congrega-

tion.

It seems that after a few seconds of prayer. Sister Katie

began crying loudly "Oh my Lord! my Lord!"

Bishop Pitts thought it was the power of the Spirit until he

saw the water. He even rode with her in the ambulance, pray-

ing all the way. By the time they reached Chance County Hos-

pital, little Malachi Parker had arrived.

I came in from school that Wednesday to find mygrand-

mother sitting solemnly in her recliner. From the look on her

face, I knew something terrible had happened.

"Sit down. Baby. I have something to tell you."

"Oh my God," I thought, "who died?" I said nothing, how-

ever, but obediently sat down on the sofa in front of her.

"It's Sister Katie," Grandma paused, looking down at her

fingers as they stroked the binding of her Bible. She gripped

the big black book with both hands and said, "Sara, Sister

Katie is pregnant—well, not pregnant. She's already had the

baby."

"Baby?" I echoed incredulously. "Ijust saw her Sunday.

She seemed—I mean, she preached Sunday. She seemed fine,

then." I stopped talking. Well, of course she was "fine," I si-

lently chastised myself. Being pregnant wasn't a sickness. But

when you're not married, it is a—. I stopped thinking. I could

not fathom sin being present in the woman we had all loved

and endeavored to emulate.

"I'm going to do my homework now."

"Okay, Baby. If you want to talk, just let me know."

"Yes, ma'am," I answered as I walked to my bedroom.

Closing the door behind me, I remembered all of the times

Sister Katie had talked to me about being saved and free from

sin. She had extolled the virtues of chastity and spoken ofGod
as her "best friend." She spoke of the sufficiency of His grace.

I could see the tears welling up in her eyes as she assured me
of His unconditional love.

I picked up my own Bible. Holding it with both hands

pressed flat on either side, I slowly opened it, letting the pages

fall freely. My eyes fell on a familiar verse: Man looks at the

outward appearance; God looks at the heart.

I don't know how long I sat starting at those words, but

when I looked up again, the sun was sinking into a far bluer

sky. I wished that I could see Sister Katie. I wanted her to

look into my eyes as she had before and tell me about righ-

teousness and peace. I wanted to see her eyes fill with tears

again as she reminded me of the beauty of God's love. Most of

all, though, I wanted her to see me looking at her. I wanted her

to see the eyes of God looking at her heart.
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CLOSE THE BOOK

My life stopped in the air just about one year ago.

I know she was closer to God that way.

But while I had my feet firmly planted on the ground

She was gasping and saying goodbye.

By the look in her eyes she knew.

All I have is still moments stuck in time of a person who is gone.

And memories, I cry the tears of blood.

Memories echo like doors being slammed shut in an empty hallway.

I ask why with fear in my heart

And with the lonely nights I lie awake and call her name.

No one person knows another's pain.

No one knows the answer to my question.

Joy Rogers

College Transfer

"WHAT I AM .

.

REMEMBER ME

And all at once I imagined her face

As she would feel if I were gone.

She would look for the same as I look for.

She would feel the pain that I feel.

I remember asking her if I were gone

She would run from the question as though it were an enemy.

Now I know she had loved her life.

Now it's my turn.

I am a file drawer

I have a lock and no one can read the information I have stored

Beware! Secrets ....

I have a file for every moment in my life

There's one labeled C for Childhood

L for Love

G for Graduation

And
D for death.

Everyone hopes to reach Z.

Live your life to the fullest.

Your time could be sitting next to you (on a park bench)

and you just don't know it.

Think.

Joy Rogers

College Transfer

The morning after all the crying,

The sun always seems to filter in whether

You block the windows or find a shade to pull down.

It finds its way through some crack or crevice.

Now I know one thing that I did not know then,

God cried that day when my mama died.

Joy Rogers

College Transfer
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Shadows of Leaf, Deborah Biegun, College Transfer
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Falling Boards, Darlene Williamson, Microcomputer Systems Technology
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Which Way, Cheryl Call, College T|;ansfer

BLUE LIGHT PUSH BLUE BUTTON
Lee Patrick, College Transfer

Mike told me that there used to be over five hundred people working in this place. Now it's

only me blue light push blue button and Mike. Mike said there was a guy working over there that

kept on bitching about his yellow light push yellow button vacation. Well, now he has three

hundred sixty five days of vacation a year, fool. Mike also told me about - - Where the hell is

Mike anyway! He hasn't been here in over two weeks. I know he has other plants to service, but

he red light push red button needs to get here soon; this is getting ridiculous. The woman that used

to run the machine right there started arguing about the six day work week because she wasn't

able to spend time with her kids. Well, I bet the bimbo gets to spend plenty of green light push

green button time with the little brats now. Even the guy who did this job thought he was indis-

pensable. Wrong answer! The sucker said he couldn't take seven days a week twelve hours a day.

He doesn't have to any more. I mean, damn, this place runs seven days a week yellow light push

yellow button twenty four hours a day, and only me and Mike work here, and he only shows every

so often. Where is he anyway?! He better get on the ball. He may think that because he's the last

man left in this company they won't replace him, too. Wrong answer! That goober is going to end

up in the unemployment line with the rest of his kind. I mean geesh! It's been over two weeks

since my last lube job, and my gears are killing me blue light push blue button.
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MEMORABLE MOMENT
Patricia J. Hill, College Transfer

When I was a little girl, I lived in a little community
named Parkstown, North Carolina. As a child I always had

my daddy. I was thirteen years of age in 1964 when my
daddy worked with Bontiz Insulation Company. Even though

it was a long time ago, I remember one sticky hot time in

July. Mama and I were suckering tobacco in the mid hours

of the morning when Mama decided to go to the house for

some soda and nabs. She said, "Stay here and finish out

our rows. And by the time I get back the rows should be

out." Before she left, all of a sudden I felt a little strange.

I felt something wiggling under my feet. I was scared out of

my wits. However, I was too afraid to look down in fear of

what it might be. Somehow, I just knew it was a snake. I

froze in my tracks. By the time I could move, I am sure I

must have thrown at least twelve to fifteen tobacco tops on

top of the snake. Then I could move. I ran down to the end

of my rows. When Mama finally got to the end of her row,

there I stood looking at her. Then Mama said, "I thought I

said stay here and finish out the rows."

"Yes, ma'am, but no thank you. Mama. There's a snake

down my row."

Then Mama looked up and called Jimmie and one of

our neighbors to come down to the tobacco patch. Jimmie

came running with his gun, and our neighbor had a hoe.

They said, "What's the matter?" I told them that there was

a snake down my row under that pile of tobacco tops. There

was no way I was going down that row again, no way,

buddy. The snake had red, yellow, and blue rings around

his body. It was a poisonous snake. After killing the snake,

Jimmie and our neighbor discovered that it was no longer

than my arm. At the time it really did not make any differ-

ence because to me a snake was a snake, and he was down
my row even if he was dead. They discovered that he had

his mouth open as if to bite somebody, probably me, but

that was not the case because I did not give him a chance to

bite me. Now that the excitement was over, I got to stay at

the house. Of course, that was just fine with me. Daddy
knew I was through for the day. Daddy did not even try to

get me to go back down there. Daddy knew there would be

no need to try because that was it for me. There ain't no

way anybody was about to get me back down in that to-

bacco patch, no way, no how, by no means, no sir, no kind

of way.

I REMEMBER. .

.

Patricia Herring, Microcomputer Systems Technology

I can still see my grandmother's hands spread in relax-

ation, gesturing, cooking, hugging, and eating. They were

the aged hands ofmy mother and me gradually diminishing

in size, color, and wrinkles. Dark chocolate-covered hands

revealed peach palms. Thick, gracefully curved nails

adorned clean, sturdy hands that had worked nearly every

day—harvesting in the field, raising children and grandchil-

dren, and cleaning house. Slick, soft, and leathery were her

hands.

I can still hear my grandmother saying with her solid,

resonant voice, "Umph, time for my hair to be done; some-

one come scratch my hair." Strangely, to me, her hair al-

ways appeared the same. The short, black, wavy hair with

a few strands of nearly invisible silver around the edges

was a remnant of her father. Still, she put in perms and

curls. As someone scratched her head, she folded her arms

across her tummy, let her eyes droop, let her head droop, let

her mind droop, and the even sounds of snoring gurgled.

All of a sudden with a jerk, she would awake asking why

we let her go to sleep during her "stories" which she hardly

ever missed.

Her face was not wrinkled like a prune; rather, it was a

full dark chocolate face with wide deep rivers from her wide,

shapely nose down to her chin. There were other rivers in

her forehead from the expressions that often crossed her

face in anger, love, joy, and sadness. Her mouth was thin

and wide like a miniature pink banana. I always thought

the black, stacked mole like a children's toy on her left eye-

lid must somehow interfere with her vision, but she said it

did not. Her eyes were like black full moons in a pond.

I remember the high, clear sound in her voice, like a

viola playing a dramatic piece of music, when she lamented

the daily struggle against the relentless destruction of her

house and those she held dear. The welcoming call of a

horn occurred when she shared her food and offered her

time. The flat tone of the drum entered her voice when she

neared despair and hopelessness. My mother said my grand-

mother used to sing, but by the time I came, the singing had

stopped.

Every week my mother, my brother, and I went to visit

my grandmother. To my brother and me, it was a ritual

while my mother treasured these times with her mother-

absorbing her knowledge, gaining comfort, and learning her

soul. I played, rested, relaxed, and worried about the sur-

rounding decay. Once I had an assignment for school, and

as I interviewed my grandmother, I caught a glimpse of her.

She said we would have to do it again someday. We were

never able to do it again. So my description is incomplete

and can never be finished because somehow I seemed to

know her so well until she died.



Do The Dishes, Hasan McBride, Business Computer Programming

DO I HAVE TO BE A MOMMY TODAY?
Carol Waits, Medical Office Technology

Today when I got up, the sun was shining, and it was all quiet. All I had to do was to feed myself

and my cat, take a shower, and take out the trash.

Today when I got up, the sun was shining, and it was all quiet. I cooked my new husband and

myself a nice hot breakfast, fed my cat and his dog, and had to wait for the shower. He took out the

trash.

Today when I got up, the sun was shining, and it was all quiet. For breakfast I had toast and

coffee on the run, fed the cat and dog, took a shower, and took out the trash. In about an hour, my
husband would be home to sleep; he now works the midnight shift. It's a wonder I even have a

doctor's appointment today.

Today when I got up, the sun was shining, and it was all quiet. Then my baby decided it was

time to be bom. I forgot to feed the cat and dog. The trash went out though. As we adoringly fed

and cooed over our new baby, we didn't realize this would be the last morning we would ever wake

up and it be all quiet.

Today when I got up, the sun was shining. I had been up twice last night and was looking

forward to my "nappy" time. For breakfast I had baby oatmeal and fruit juice. The cat and dog

must be fed. The trash still goes out on time.

Today when I got up, the sun was shining. Today my first bom started school, the second baby

is into everything and eats like a horse, and my little baby is ready to be bom. I live for "nappy"

time. But this third baby wants out. Somebody fed the cats and dog and took out the trash.

Today when I got up, the sun was shining. All my babies have started school. Time for me to

start having more time for me, hubby, cats, dog and the trash. This is when it starts.

Mommy! She's breathing my air.

Mommy! He's looking at me.

Mommy! Can I go...? Daddy said I could.

Mommy! Mommy! Mommy! They walk right past Daddy to ask something like "Can I go

outside?" As you think to yourself, "Do I have to be a Mommy today?" you say sure. And you

curse them with the etemal curse. "I hope you have ten, just like you."
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CHANT IN F
Clifton W. Toler, College Transfer

This chant is written in memory ofBaylee and the other children who died in the Oklahoma City bombing. It was

reported that at the time ofthe bombing the children were as usual preparing to sing the simple but meaningful

songs they knew.

FORM

After a short children's song interrupted by an 'explosion,' the chant follows in two parts: The first part is in F
major and d minor. The second part is in G major and e minor and ends with a phrase in d minor which was

introduced in the first part. The last phrase ends with a Picardy (major) D chord, symbolizing hope and optimism.

Clifton W. Toler

Adagio
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ANOTHER KIND OF WOODSTOCK
Cherrie Fausnaught, College Transfer

They called it Woodstock '95. The scenes on my television showed men and women as

they wallowed shamelessly in the mud. At first I was repulsed and offended, but then a

childhood scene filtered through my mind which made me wonder why adults seem to lose the

sense of fun and freedom that most children enjoy.

I do not recall how old I was when this incident took place, but I remember the day

vividly. It was one of those long, lazy summer days. It was not too hot, but the air was heavy

from the recent rain. There was a large mud puddle in the middle ofmy aunt's driveway. My
cousin, my sister, and I were tired of playing in the house. Lining up like a small firing

squad, we begged our aunt to let us play outside. Against such a barrage, she did what any

good parent would do; she caved. After first promising to stay out of the mud, we headed out

the door. We ran through the yard laughing and chasing each other. Being children, we
quickly tired of that. Deciding to move on to something more exciting, we scrounged around

the garage to see what we could find. My cousin found an old tractor inner tube. We carried

it into the yard and began bouncing on it. This soon turned into a contest to see who could

jump the highest.

Then it happened. One minute we were bouncing on the inner tube; the next minute it

was lying in the middle of that big mud puddle. With a joyful shout, my cousin jumped in

after it. Soon we were all in me middle of the cool squishy mud. We slung it at each other

and rubbed it in like soap. We washed our hair with it and dared each other to "go under."

We had a wonderful time. Carefree exuberance took over. We did not even think about the

fact that we were being disobedient.

I'm not sure how long we were in the puddle before my aunt found out. It could have

been hours or just minutes. I do recall quite well that my aunt was not happy. It was bad

enough that we had disobeyed, but we had broken a promise as well. We were each given a

bath, then sent to separate comers to "think about" our crime.

I realize now that our disobedience could not go unpunished. Rules are important, and

children must learn to stay within acceptable guidelines. As a child, I found a mud bath to be

iin exhilarating experience. As an adult, I find it offensive. I ask myself, "What changed?"

Could the act of losing one's innocence bring about the loss of fun and freedom that we enjoy

as children? Perhaps those people at Woodstock found an answer that still eludes me to this

day.
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FROGS IN THE BOG

In the Bog live the frogs, in the trees, and on the logs.

In the water and on the reeds, even clinging under the leaves.

Frogs upon vines, frogs upon pines,

There are frogs that do

Nothing but swim in the slime.

The frogs are lazy through most of the day.

They silently nap in the sun's warming ray.

But when night slowly falls, and the fog looks like smoke.

The frogs in the bog all suddenly croak.

The frogs in the bog speak to all who can hear.

They speak to the owls.

They speak to the deer.

Their voices echo through glade and through wood.

They croak much louder than they probably should.

You can hear them yourself each warm summer night,

And as long as you hear them.

You'll know things are all right

Steven C. Heusser

Ranger Technology
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

on a warm july day

I will serve ice cream

to children that will never show

I will light the candles

on a cake that I will never buy

I will hang decorations

that will never be seen

and I will sing Happy Birthday

to a child who never had the chance

to be bom

Lee Patrick

College Transfer

Rainy Day, Kristi Bailey

College Transfer
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A LONG DRIVE HOME
Teresa Torres-Johnson, College Transfer

My mom was crying; she was saying goodbye to all her friends. I wasn't; I was ready to go. We were on our

way to live by Grandma. I hope she'll make some homemade tortillas. I would stand in the kitchen watching her

make the masa and then roll out the round, perfect tortilla. She would flip it from one hand to the next. It was

so circular and white. The skillet would be hot, the white tortilla would land and begin to bubble brown. She

would then turn it over and brown the other side. She would tell me, "Mija, go get the mantequilla and fix you

one." I would be so happy; the butter would melt and drip all over the flat tortilla. My grandmother would roll

up the tortilla, so I would be able to keep every bit of the seeping hot butter. The drive was hot, but I kept

thinking about my grandma's tortillas. I just realized we had been driving for hours. I was hot and my sisters

were playing A, B, C billboard. Ijust wanted to get relief. I stuck my nappy head out the window. My afro blew

like a wave in the ocean. My oldest younger sister had long black, wavy, beautiful hair, and my sisterjust above

had an afro like me. We never cared about hair like some people do because my mom always told us we had our

own beauty. My sister began to argue on who got the "M" on the billboard. They asked me; I was so excited

about our new life that I was lost in my thoughts. I really didn't care. My mom turned and told the girls to stop

fighting. She said we would be stopping soon for gas. My mom was so pretty; she had long black bone straight

hair. She had a soft smile that was so reassuring. She had five children and looked as if nothing had ever formed

in her perfect slim body. Her skin was like a rose petal so soft and fragile; her olive skin set off her big brown

eyes. She always let us know we were her world, and no one would ever hurt us. I was so hot, I wanted to get

out and scream. My dad was like a soldier; he just drove on with one arm out the window. His afro was bigger

than mine. I think he was being rebellious after spending time in Vietnam. That war was said to change a lot of

people. I couldn't tell because my dad didn't talk much. I adored him. He was so tough and rough; nothing

bothered him. He was cool as a cucumber. Sometimes he would break out when salsa would come on the radio.

He would grab the maracas and start to move like a roach in heat. Rum bah da da. He would move. We would

be laughing; he would grab my mom and swing her around. The music would be going. The pride of Puerto

Rico was all over this man, the music, the language. It was the first time I learned it was good to be brown.

My father turned to my mother and told her we would need to stop for gas soon. They both agreed on

Gallup, New Mexico. We only had ten miles to go; soon we would be able to stretch. We entered Gallup and I

felt such relief. The torture was soon to be over for a time. We pulled into this little gas station. There was this

little fragile old man in the store who seemed so lonely. The sky was beaming down on everyone, and the dust

was thick as haze. Right now water would be like manna from heaven. My father went in to let the old man
know we wanted to fill up the tank. I am sure he would be happy because no one was around for miles. Rolling

down the window, I heard my father saying, "Why not? Our money is good." He then pulled out a lot ofmoney
and showed the old man.

The old man just turned and reached for the phone. My mom stepped out of the car and wanted to know
what was going on. My father walked by and said, "Let's go!" In his anger, he pushed over a garbage can.

Within seconds, we were surrounded by three cop cars with their guns pointed at us five children and my mom
and dad. We were crying; it was like in the movies. The big bad police demanded my parents pick up the trash.

I saw the rebellion in my father. He was ready to go to jail for his brown skin. Then in the midst of the chaos he

looked over at the car. He saw our fear and confusion. He knew there were more important things than pride.

We sat in the hot station wagon, watching my parents picking up the filth of this man's gas station.

We drove out in silence. It was still hot but who cared. My parents drove for hours without saying a word.

Then my mom turned to my dad and said, "We need to stop; the kids are hot." My mom turned to us and said,

"Ok, you guys get some old clothes or pajamas on, and when we stop we're going to have a water fight." We got

so excited. Everyone changed into something they could spare. We came to a rest stop and got out of the car,

and everyone got a bowl or some type of container to hold water. We started to throw water all over each other.

My afro was losing its form from the water, and my mom's beautiful hair was drenched. We were laughing and

screaming. We were having the time of our lives. Hours had passed by, and it was time to dry off and get back

on the road. I was tired; I couldn't wait until I saw my grandma. I nussed her homemade tortillas.
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SUMMER 1995

Small puffs of steam

hanging so low that one might touch

their damp, rolling softness,

belying seemingly endless weeks of

waterfalls from above,

following the river as it flows through the

recently drenched fields and forest below,

invite me to follow them on theirjourney

as they move lazily seaward, without hindrance,

between rain clouds and treetops above and below,

away from an arid society, back

to our Saline Mother,

into her comforting, warm, rocking embrace,

to be simultaneously separated from and rejoined with

all that is

for an instant

The crops in the field stand wilted and

drowning in their man-made beds,

waiting for relief from their Golden God,

a ruthless god,

that may as easily bum them to powder.

Their nurse-tenants search every day

for the white-ultraviolet rays of hope

and at night are haunted by the sounds

of thunder and wind and hail and drops of ever more

water

beating against their window panes

and threatening all that is believed to belong

to them and their sons and their sons' sons,

knowing that it all can be reduced to

rotting waste

and a few small puffs of steam.
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THE SUICIDE
Theresa White, Liberal Arts Staff

In the backyard of a West Virginia home sat a tall, dark

haired man of forty-five. Being very depressed, he had

thoughts of taking his life. He and his family had moved

there from Virginia. From the time they had moved, he had

had many problems. His oldest daughter had moved back

to Virginia. His son went from one job to another, and the

twins who were fifteen never did anything to help their

mother. It was only after taking a year of this that he reached

his decision.

I was outside riding my bike when I saw this man, my
uncle, get into his red truck and back out of his driveway. I

pulled my bike over to the side of the road and stopped,

waiting to see where he was going. My uncle stopped in the

middle of the road and looked at me from his rearview mir-

ror. He stared at me for the longest time. His eyes were

almost piercing. I was only nine at the time, but fear went

through me. I felt as if he wanted to say something to me. I

was beginning to think that something was wrong because

my uncle had never looked at me like that before.

He then waved and gave me a smile as he drove off.

Ten minutes later, I saw puffs of black smoke beyond the

trees. Being in the country on a mountain— it could mean

the woods were on fire even though this was not the season

for fires. I watched as the black smoke grew higher and

higher. Linda, one of the twins, came outside. I said, "Look,

something is on fire." Linda didn't say a word; she turned

around and went back inside. I remember thinking how

strange.

Down the road from me lived my cousin Randy. He

was washing his car at the time and also saw the puffs of

black smoke. He even thought that he heard someone scream,

but being so far away from the fire, he thought it was his

imagination. He continued washing his car, and I continued

riding my bike. We both kept our eyes towards the sky,

even though neither one of us knew the other had seen the

smoke.

A neighbor who was coming in from the back way

stopped and told Randy she had seen a red truck parked

behind some trees off the main road, and it was on fire. She

then came to our house and wanted to speak to Mama. I

went and got her but was too far away to hear what they

were saying. Mama then started running down the side-

walk screaming, "George is dead! George is dead!" Daddy

was taking a Sunday nap when Mama woke him up scream-

ing. When Daddy came out of th house, his eyes were big

and his face was pale.

Randy got into his parents' car and drove to the scene.

What a shock! Off the road and behind some trees was my
uncle's truck. The cab was on fire with my uncle inside.

Randy was able to pull him out, but he was in very bad

shape. Over 80% of his body was burned. After my daddy

arrived, my uncle begged him to hit him in the head with a

rock. "I'm in so much pain, please help me die," he said.

Back at home I felt so restless. I paced up and down the

yard. Since I was a child, no one would really tell me any-

thing, but I knew something was terribly wrong. I then heard

and saw the ambulance from a distance. As it passed the

house, once again fear went through me~as it always did

when I would see an ambulance or fire truck on the moun-

tain.

The ambulance then returned without my uncle. Somehow

they couldn't find the truck. They went back the second

time and found the truck. As the ambulance went past the

house with my uncle, I tried to see if I could see him—but I

could not. And then Linda said, "When I saw the smoke, I

knew it was Dad."

The doctors gave my uncle a 50/50 chance of living.

Late that evening, he died.

Had he only meant to scare his family in hopes they

would straighten out? Had he put too much gas in the cab,

and had it caught on fire too fast? These are questions that

were asked, but ones we will never know the answers to.

Befoi-e the truck was removed, people came from miles

around to see it. Only a truck with suicide written all over it

could create so much attention. No one in my family ever

used the word "suicide." That word was taboo. After all,

the Cook, White, Lavender, and Sparks families had a repu-

tation to uphold. We couldn't have something so scandal-

ous said about our family. But everyone knew the truth.

I never saw the truck except for pictures my daddy had

taken. The once shiny red truck was now a dull red. The

white interior of the cab was charred black, and all the win-

dows were gone.

Four weeks after the funeral, the truck was finally re-

moved. As the truck was taken by the house, I thought about

my uncle smiling and waving good-bye.

My uncle's death affected all of us in its own way. A
week before the accident, my uncle had said to my dad,

"Maybe I should just end it all." My daddy, not thinking

much about it, said, "Well, maybe you should." My daddy

always felt guilty about that because he never knew my
uncle was serious.
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THE SUICIDE (continued)

My cousin Randy heard him scream but thought it was his

imagination. If he had only left when he heard the scream-

-maybe he could have saved him. This is what ran over and

over in Randy's mind.

I was the last one to see him alive and the first to see

the smoke. I knew something was wrong, but no one ever

asked how I felt. After all, I was only a child.

Years have come and gone, but etched forever in my
mind are the piercing eyes, the smile, the wave, and the

puffs of black smoke on the summer day.

Chrysalis

Jamie Callick, College Transfer
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EBB AND FLOW
George M. Fouts, Vice President for Academic Affairs and Student Development

A month or so before I came to Iowa, Thanksgiving weekend in fact, I went to a

place on the coast of North Carolina called Kure Beach. The trip and the place are

special to me. As a child, my parents and grandparents took me several times each

sunmier and a few times each fall to the cabin my father built during the months

following his return from World War n. My parents have a picture ofme playing with

a seven-year-old, blonde-headed kid on the beach behind that house. Twelve years

after that picture was made, that kid became my wife.
,

I've always hked that house even though thirty years have changed Kure Beach. Our

house is still roughly the way Dad built it. The major changes were a result of Hurri-

cane Hazel in 1954, the most remembered event on the North Carohna coast. Hazel

removed the guest house where my wife-to-be's family was staying when the photo-

graph was taken and left it in the middle ofHighway 42 1 . Our house which formerly

sat high on poles now sits on a two-foot foundation.

My memories of this place are many, vivid, and important. The Thanksgiving trip

was important, not just to relive the memories but also to create some new ones. The

old ones needed reviving; I haven't been to the house as much since I moved to the

North Carolina mountains six years ago. My parents were spending Thanksgiving at

Kure, too, and I hadn't spent time with them in years. Most important, I was taking

my daughter.

I guess most of us know that we can't force someone to see the world the way

we do. That's a hard lesson to learn, a damned hard one to learn when it comes to

one's own children. Even with a legion of past failures that should have confirmed

the universal truth of this maxim, I still tried to encourage Lenora Jane to see in that

house, that beach, those natives, the ocean—the questions and truths I had met there

so many times before.

I failed again. Seven-year-olds aren't really interested in our reminiscences about

being seven. I left her alone. I fished and she wandered down the beach. Later I saw

her perched hke a gull on a pihng with the waves running around her, then retreating

before dashing forward again. She sat alone, surrounded by the foam of the broken

waves, staring at the ocean. An hour or so later, we walked back to the house. I

didn't ask her, but I think we share the world.
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Stained Glass Window, Cheryl Call, College Transfer
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COMMUNION

Dawn's warm light upon my face,

I sit and watch this peaceful place.

Songbirds flit from tree to tree.

Some land near to look at me.

Like a spider upon his web,

I secretly watch the dawn-life ebb.

It moves with grace through leaf and brush.

From barking squirrel to darting thrush.

Cloaked in shapes from leaf and tree,

my human form they cannot see,

to be unmoving is the key.

On tips of toes skulks fox of gray.

A hawk takes flight in search of prey.

The moon retires its fading face.

The rising sun now takes its place.

As I descend from secret perch.

For peace of mind I do not search.

I've spent the dawn within my church.

Steven C. Heusser

Ranger Technology

SERENDIPITY

I wanted to tell you about the geese

This morning as I was taking Julie to work

With one eye still plastered shut

And Medusa hair

And the moon was still out while I was driving and

I of course was looking at it

Like an old dog

And a flock of geese

Flew over the road in front of me
About thirty feet high

Scott Ervin

College Transfer
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MIDNIGHT SON
Michael Russell, College Transfer

The first time I saw him, I knew he was trying to raise a

flag somewhere. He was a tall, gaunt boy with thick auburn

hair that dusted hazel eyes enclosed by fly trap lashes. His

eyes cleverly looked past a person, but he knew you were

there. He was a well-scrubbed, pink-complexioned boy with

a concave chest that had three prickly shafts of hair which

seemed to be transplanted pubic hairs that haphazardly mi-

grated north. Billy, named after his late father William, was
secretly quite proud of those three shafts of burgeoning man-
hood. He had been a late bloomer with puberty a close cousin

and the taunts ofcamp another disliked relative not far enough

removed.

But he relished his shaving days. He had purchased a

real razor with an old-fashioned doubled-edged blade, not

those cheap, disposable safety types one buys in the super-

market. He had rescued a bristle shaving brush from a

woman's shoebox that was displaced in the attic. It had be-

longed to his father with his grandfather's initials stamped in

the white porcelain handle. It gave supreme, frothy lather.

However, his innocent facial fuzz could have easily been

washed off by a good once-a-week scrub with Ivory. But that

didn't matter; he liked his private ritual every three days or

so behind that locked bathroom door. Many times he donated

his blood to the cause.

His rather plain but over-confident younger sister—his

opposite—liked to disturb his moments of ritual privacy. She

would bang on the door. "What fantasy is taking you so long?

Let me in! Are you plucking your chinny, chin-chin?" she

would often tease. He would ignore her and simply state,

"I'll be out in a minute, go away." Of course, later he would

think ofsnappy comebacks that he couldn't recall at the needed

times such as "It's called a bikini wax—get one!" or he could

place the dreaded big-butt Aunt Ethel and the amazingly tal-

ented troupe of beard-fleas curse upon her. The humorous

thoughts eased his own burdens. Such is life in the household

of two women. But Billy really couldn't be cruel to his sister

because she aheady had an unfortunate problem. She smelled.

Although he disliked her coarse manner, he admired her abil-

ity to answer her critics. She gave as good as she got and

would tackle any maelstrom without fear. He could under-

stand, but he could not identify with her. He often wondered

if they shared the same biological input. If only his father

could have prepared him. Also, he clandestinely admired a

small clique at school, a group he referred to as the WOBs or

Wearers of Black. They always wore a mournful black attire,

usually from second hand stores, that contrasted with their

pasty white skin. Even their hair was dyed black, and some-

times the girls would paint their fingernails and lips black.

Scary. The Kings and Queens ofMope. They contrasted with

his beige world. Occasionally, he would watch them from the

doorway during lunch period and quietly observe their self-

contained anarchy. But did they wear black on the outside

because they felt black on the inside? He questioned. In their

proud nonconformity, were they actually conforming? He
pondered. At least it was of theirown design and at least they

belonged somewhere; they filled some sardonic social void.

Billy's void was his room. It was his sanctum and his

imagination (as big as a Buick that could seat twenty), the

vehicle to roam. The room was sparse. It was furnished with

twin beds covered with striped bedspreads, a night table, a

dresser with his father's old tennis trophy, and a bookshelf

with neatly bound National Geographies. It was bare but

smelled of angst. Behind the locked door with the curtains

drawn like a steel portal, he would daydream effortlessly.

The fluffy down pillow could activate his desires. He was a

tennis champion, a glamorous rockstar, or a war-loved gen-

eral. Anything to escape the provincial town of Chapel's Gate

which hobbled his voice. In his room, he could spend hours

with his best imaginary friend. Will, sharing a vacant stare

with time as a bookend and the familiar embrace of a union

of solitude. Will understood. Will made it safe. He under-

stood the fascination of dirt as a child, the importance of a

good shake to relieve urine droplets, boxers or briefs, a fa-

cilitator of manly guidance. A steady hand. A hairy hug. A
father. Many times Billy and Will would depart to roam the

spatial vastness of Norway—the Land of the Midnight Son,

ornate stave churches, pagan Vikings, the spirit of Oslo's

Frogner Park, and the pain of The Scream.

However, the deep, crenellated fiord region between

Stavanger and Bergen called him most. The archway of a

glacial time and moist airy kisses. He could hear himself say,

"God morgen," to the essence of the ancient, cold sunken

river valleys of the soulless depths. The long white cloud

was the perfect place to search for the stranger of the long

goodbye—his father. His father's mind departed too quickly,

leaving a shell to slowly implode, but the father's nature

haunted the boy like a shadow of muteness. Adolescence

was overflowing. It was something only Billy could do. He
had to cross the fiord alone.

Then, Billy's finger tensed, and the revolver's breath took

his imaginary friend and shattered their soul asylum. Billy

asked him, "What have I done?" but Billy didn't wait for a

reply. He simply followed his only friend, leaving his bag-

gage for others to sort. The cold, steely razor blade cut his

ties and sent him drifting toward his father's voice.

The next morning, Billy awoke in an antiseptic, cold,

blinding cubicle. His wrists were concealed with white gauze

and tape. A doctor circled him saying, "That was a close

one. We almost lost you." Billy figured he was incapable of

being found, but the shaft of sunlight coming through the

opaque window spotlighted his bandaged wrists and distracted

the one-way conversation. He felt physical pain. The medi-

cine quickly took away his pain and the white-coated watch-

ers. Slowly, he was able to focus on a whore-red object at

the foot of his mechanical bed. His eyes were glossy, but

Billy managed to stay focused on the object and realized, as

it moved closer, it was the garish paint of his mother's lipid

lips still moving closer and offering verses ofconcern as they

parted to whisper, "It will be all right. I still need my little

man."

But Billy thought, so do I.



Broken Hallways, Ar/m Sauls Pittman, College Transfer
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DEATH
WoodrowA. Anderson, Business Administration

The death of a close loved one can be devastating. The heart- breaking grief and total numbness following such a

tragic loss make one wonder if life can ever be the same, or if there is any reason to keep on living. I was abruptly

thrown into this sea of feelings and emotions at the age of fourteen when my paternal grandfather died.

As the first grandchild, I developed very close early ties with my grandfather. We were always together, and he nor

I ever tired of his constant stream of stories, humorous events, and anecdotes from his seventy-plus years. My favorite

was the marriage of one of his friends. My grandfather and his cronies slipped into the new couple's house, partially

sawed the bed slats, and then braced them with short upright boards. A strong cord was tied to the uprights, fed

through a hole drilled through the outside wall, and secured to a bush beyond the perimeter of the yard. After the

wedding and later that night, the scoundrels crept up to the house, located the cord, and gave it a mighty yank.

I never tired of hearing his stories, and even when his health was rapidly failing, he needed only a little nudge to get

his "story machine" going. Similarly, we spent hours in his garden as he patiently explained the different varieties of

vegetables, fruits, and flowers squeezed into every available space. These teachings included a complete rundown on

soil preparation and planting and harvesting techniques. This same philosophy was extended to our frequent romps

through the woods, guised as "hunting." I was thoroughly instructed on gun safety and sportsmanship, culminating in

his presentation to me of his twenty-gauge shotgun.

All of our time was not spent in one-on-one conversations or teaching situations. A number of other diversions,

particularly during the summer months, was responsible for many fond memories. My grandfather would rather watch

a baseball game than eat, and so it was that my father, grandfather, and I were always at the games played by the Elroy

Community's adult baseball team. These weekend games took us all over the county, and should we occasionally be

absent, spectators and players were worried that something had happened to Mr. Cousin, or Uncle George. Aside from

baseball, other summer activities filled all my waking hours. One special event was what I call the dogwood shower.

My grandfather and I were walking through the woods after a brief rain shower. He suddenly stopped and peered into

the depths of a low-hanging dogwood branch. He motioned for me to come forward, and I saw a tiny bird nest with two

eggs. I was so intent on studying the hummingbird nest that I failed to see a quick flick of his arm. But I did feel the

sudden cold slap of rain water from the still quivering branch. When not enjoying baseball games or bearing the brunt

ofmy grandfather's perpetual pranks, I usually accompanied him on his rounds as the unofficial and unlicensed county

animal doctor. His reputation was well known, and his services were in constant demand, especially during calving and

farrowing seasons.

After seventy-eight years, my grandfather died. Though his death was not totally unexpected, I felt a loss so tragic

that I could scarcely breathe. I remembered all of our times together all at once and honestly did not understand how

life could be worth living without him. Nevertheless, I went through the motions of attending the funeral. Almost

everyone that had ever known my grandfather was there. The church was overflowing, and groups of mourners stood

outside near windows and doors to catch bits of the eulogy. At the grave site, the crowds stood silent and grieving as

my grandfather was carried from the hearse to the grave by stonefaced members of the Elroy baseball team. After the

graveside service, I sat on a small grassy spot and recalled an earlier time when he and I were cleaning the graveyard.

Standing near my grandmother's headstone, he pointed to the spot at which he would someday be laid to rest. Other

^nemories of our times together continued to flood my mind. As I mulled over these precious moments, I became

conscious of an inner peace and a lightening of the burden I felt.

Memories of my grandfather remain strong, and they are a constant source of comfort during troublesome times.

These memories have also served as a guiding light. For instance, he always seemed to be near when I played baseball

in high school and became one of the leading pitchers in the county. Similarly, I always recalled our "doctoring" visits

as I completed the degree requirements for an animal husbandry major at N.C. State University. During my military

career, I frequently called upon the strength of these memories as I grappled with issues involving principles and

integrity. Any time I need a mental boost, I can always recall a memory that will do the trick. As a father, I try to

impart the same values and teachings to my sons that I learned from my grandfather. I also look forward to having

grandsons and passing on to them a legacy of memories that will provide the same comfort, inspiration, and joy that I

have experienced, effectively easing the devastation and finality of death.
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BASEBALL DAYS
In memory ofA.T. Johnson, Jr.

Diamond-bright days

on a diamond-shaped field

we played baseball.

Chinaberry trees lined the fence

where once was our grandmother's garden.

You rubbed my stiff new glove

with castor oil,

I didn't mind,

and teased my tomboy toughness

into girlish tears.

You wore a catcher's mask

over your face

and squatted in the dust

behind home plate.

I patrolled the outfield

where I could do the least harm.

One day a long fly came

an ivory-colored missile

with red stitching

spinning through blue sky.

I stretched and strained

against the fence

and felt the thud

against my palm.

Our team went up to bat

And I knew you were pleased.

"Foul ball."

"Been eatin' too much fried chicken,"

someone would call.

Running the bases

we dug our spikes into the earth.

We rested in the shade

when twilight came.

How could I know
that you would go so soon

to lie in the earth

and rest in the eternal shade.

Marian Westbrook

English Instructor

Cross Trainer, Lyndon Johnson, College Transfer
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SLOW DOWN?

Old Dr. Basnight had to hold me back an hour

On behalf ofmy tiny mother.

I must have been bom crying "Carpe diem!"

Grandma said it was hard to put shoes on a galloping horse.

Mama and Daddy tried to slow me down but

Their daughter was a darter

Who never dawdled except at bedtime.

Abandoning nightly crusades against "Bedtime!"

I engaged in a new war on parents and clocks—

"Just let me finish this chapter,"

And I'd speed through three more.

Mama always compared me to a hen on a hot griddle.

When we became adults, my brotherjoined the chorus:

"Sister, honey, slow down."

Ha! Practice what you preach.

(He bums the candle at both ends and the middle.)

In-laws joined the choms and

My parents' duet grew to rival the Von Trapps.

My daughter left sweet notes: "Slow down. Mom."
Students pleaded, "Please take a breath."

Even Thoreau couldn't slow me down (but he sounds so

good in class).

My husband didn't even try (except on speeding tickets).

He could tell Thoreau a thing or two

About my drummer's tempo.

"Be still and know that I am God" gave me pause.

But can't my soul be still while my body keeps moving?

What finally got to me?

My son observed as I cursed my iron,

"Mom, your iron doesn't do a good job

Because you never stay in one spot long enough."

Enough said.

Rosalyn Lomax, English Instmctor

Heralding Horns, Deborah Biegun

College Transfer
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FRIED GREEN TOMATOES VERSUS FRIED CUCUMBERS
Stephen Shadwick, Marketing and Retailing Management

As I sit at the table, I look at the bounty of fried green

tomatoes in front of me and thank God and my grandma.

However, my grandma had the art and wisdom not to men-

tion the philosophy of the fried green tomato. I can still

hear her passing on this wisdom to me, "Now, Stevie," (she

called me that when she wanted my attention) "I am going

to tell you how to select, fix, and taste fried green tomatoes

versus cucumbers." I sat down at her table and gave her all

the attention that a young teen could give.

Passing me a piece of Beechnut gum, she started her

instructions, "Stevie, listen to me closely now, what I am
going to tell you has been in the Shadwick family many a

year. The most important item is the tomato. It must be

picked at the point where it is a light yellow with a green

background. Now, don't get this confused with ... (I won-

der where JR is? I bet he is up at Creddock's eating a

popsicle.)....so make sure it is the right kind of tomato."

Watching her pull on her boots, I knew we were going to

the garden. As I followed her out the door, she stopped long

enough to get her old straw hat. "Listen up, Stevie, the to-

mato must be hard to the touch. To tell this, take your thumb

and push in the middle of it." (Why does she have to wear

that old hat all the time?) Looking over the tomatoes, she

bends down and picks one. Holding it up, she said, "Feel

this one, see how hard it is? Now, Stevie, you pick one."

Reaching down, I picked a big yellow one, not soft but

almost. "Stevie, I told you not the solid yellow ones! That

was your Grandpa's favorite one. I told you there were two

kinds of tomatoes, the red and then the yellow ones." Look-

ing guilty, I gently laid down the yellow tomato. With a

sigh of infinite love and patience. Grandma said, "Now,
you know about the tomato and how to select it, but let us

look at the cucumber. City folks like to fry them, but it

takes too many of them for a good mess; also them cucum-
bers likes to fool you. You can not feel if they are soft in the

middle." Reaching down she picked a cucumber off the

ground and reached into her apron pocket. She pulled out

her Barrow knife and cut open the cucumber. "See this,

Stevie, how hard the outside is and how soft the inside is?

This is no good to fry, must be hard all the way through.

The cucumber is (Where is JR? I hope he didn't stop at the

spring to catch tadpoles.).. ..so let's go to the kitchen and

get these fried up."

As we entered the kitchen, I looked out the window and

spied JR down by the cow trough. "Stevie, go get me a

knife out of the drawer and don't cut yourself." Pulling

open the drawer, I pulled out the knife and looked along the

blade. Taking my thumb, as I had seen Grandpa do, I ran it

along the blade. Just about right. Walking over to Grandma,
I handed the knife to her, handle first. "Stevie, I told you
not to cut yourself! Let me see it." Looking at my thumb, I

saw I had cut the upper skin in a nice straight line. Grandma
reached over the sink and got down the petroleum jelly and

smeared it over the cut. Now that jelly does everything from

taking care of the cow's udders to chafing to filling in

scratches on furniture. "Okay, back to the tomato and cu-

cumber. You must slice the tomato thin but not too thin. If

you cut it too thin, when you fry it, it just bums up in the

skillet." As she was slicing the tomato, I looked out and

saw JRjumping into the cow trough and swimming! "Now
it is time to make the mix for the tomatoes, but first here is

the way you have to cut the cucumber. First, you have to

take the peel off, then you have to slice it thick for it to have

any body to it for frying. See, when it is sliced, it does not

make much, does it?" Getting out two bowls, she said,

"Okay, now in the first bowl, you crack an egg and whip it

up. In the second bowl, you add a handful of flour, two

dashes of salt, one dash of pepper, and finally you-add the

Shadwick's main ingredients of two dashes of.. ..(That JR,

I hope he falls off the edge of the trough.).. ..and you stir it

all together. Now you put the tomatoes into the egg and

then roll them around the mix until coated on all sides, and

you do the same with the little cucumbers."

Walking over to the old gas stove, she lighted a match

and turned on the burner; she said, "Stevie, the skillet must

be at the right temperature so you adjust your flame to

where.. ..(Finally, JR is coming up the cow path. Wait till I

get my hands on him!)....so now we are ready to put the

tomatoes into the skillet." As I looked into the skillet, the

lard was melted and popping. "Grandma, how much lard

do you put in?" She looked at me and said, "You didn't

watch me did you, young man. You put in two tablespoons

of lard, and let it melt to where the bottom of the skillet is

covered." She reached over and got the bowl of tomatoes.

"You put the tomatoes in one at a time until the bottom is

covered. You let them fry on one side for about one minute,

then turn them over and do the same on the other side." As
she finished frying up the tomatoes, she took the cucum-

bers and said, "Now with the cucumbers, they are harder to

fry because they are thick. If you fry them not long enough,

they get mushy in the middle and if you fry them too long,

they are too crisp." She set the plates of tomatoes and cu-

cumbers on the table, and JR walked in. I gave him one of

the "SHADWICKS" looks and said, "It's about time you

got here." Looking at the table, he said, "Had chores to do.

Oh Boy, fried green tomatoes!" As he reached over to grab

some, Grandma said, "Whoa Boy, you get the cucumbers,

and Stevie gets the tomatoes." Eyeing the tomatoes, JR said,

"Why can't I have some tomatoes?" and Grandma said, "I

watched you coming up the path and know what you been

up to. Your cousin has been here all day, learning how to

make fried green tomatoes, so sit down and eat your cu-

cumbers."

The selection of tomatoes, the mix, and frying them are

important. You don't want to forget any one of the steps. If

you are from the city, and you still insist on fried cucum-

bers, you follow the same mix, but don't fry them too long.

Taking a bite of my fried green tomatoes, I wonder why
they don't taste like Grandma's.
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My Garden

Springtime ~ full moon ~ time to plant!

I plant myself each Spring as new seed

In the fertile soil of God's word.

He will nourish me with His everiasting water

And feed me with the Bread of Life.

He will be the vine and I the branches.

Through Him and Him alone

Shall I bear fruit; for without Him
I can do nothing.

Springtime ~ sun and rain ~ time to plant!

I sow seeds created from harvest of past gardens.

I spray them with prayer and tears

And reap the harvest rejoicing.

Grace Lutz, Media Technician

Plant, Chris Howell, College Special Studies
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MY GRANDPARENTS' FARM
Cindy White, Secretarial - Legal

On a lonely dirt road in the mountains of rural Pennsylvania lies a small family farm. It does not look like much.

Six brown buildings, one red building, and a little white house stand proudly on a side hill. A few pine and apple trees

are scattered around the yard. A vegetable and flower garden grows on the upper edge of the lawn, and rose bushes

along the driveway welcome visitors. Some of the fondest memories of my childhood are the times spent on my
grandparents' farm.

The huge brown bam with its rusted weathervane stands majestically on the right side of the driveway. Its heavy

wooden outer doors are kept shut by a heavy metal pole propped against them. The wood is tired and worn from years

of sunshine and rain. Opening these doors is like a storyteller opening his mouth. The odors of gasoline and grease

mixed with dirt and sweat are waiting inside. On the left. Grandpa always parks one of his tractors. Sometimes it is

the big red Farmall with that menacing, forbidding look on its face. Other times it is the kinder, more cooperative gray

Ford. On the right, wire baskets, bailer twine, shovels, oil cans, and grease are stored. No place for anything, yet

everything is in its place. The huge, white-washed doors of the inner bam can be opened only by placing a finger in

a slot in the door and pushing it to the right. The pungent smell of animal life is welcoming. The smooth, gray

concrete and dirt floor leads to several different areas. On the left are the cow stanchions, a metal wash tub filled with

feed for the cattle, and bags of oats. The wooden pens for the pigs and another for cows to have their calves are on the

right. The hay mow has two entrances. A wooden ladder built firmly into the wall is permanently positioned out by

the tractors. The other entrance is the old, metal elevator located outside. It is situated at the right of the rooster pen

and firmly propped against the left side of the bam. The mow is a world all its own. Stillness muffles the mooing and

oinking from below. Aroma of fresh cut hay mixed with stale straw is a welcome change. The hay, stacked so neatly,

can be easily arranged into log cabins and forts to ward off any Indian attacks. At times the precise rectangular bales

serve as the perfect table and chairs for afternoon picnics. The long, thick rope that hangs from the top of the bam, its

purpose still unknown, is Tarzan's vine for many jungle adventures. The msted pulley that the rope is attached to will

squeak and groan with every swinging motion its passengers make.

The white farmhouse is across the dirt and stone driveway from the bam. The back door is pretty. The brass door

knob is smooth and shiny from years of use. Intricate carvings hold a frosted, etched window in place. In the center

of the blue room is a pool table. Under it, egg cartons are kept for the Saturday delivery of fresh eggs to neighbors.

The faint scent of the henhouse can still be detected. Also located under the table is an old, straw basket. This holds

some of the most beautiful dresses. The pale blue one with the crinoline is the most sought after. It smells of prom,

youth, and happy days gone by. The cloth buttons up the back are difficult to hook, but once conquered, tea parties

are a must. A bear skin hangs on the inside wall of the room right above the old white chest freezer with the cardboard

box full of shoes at its side. The gunrack beside the kitchen door serves as a home for a .22 rifle and a BB gun. The
kitchen is small, always warm, and the mouth-watering aroma of Grandma's freshly baked pies is a constant resident.

The stove in the far right comer has a shiny chrome top, and the teakettle on the back left burner is a welcome sight

on a cold day. Near the stove and under the window, the white porcelain sink is always clean and sparkly. Fresh cold

water from the spring pours endlessly into it. Recently washed dishes are in their place in the green wire drainer.

Across the room from the sink is the candy cupboard. Its white door with the push-button clasp is the only thing that

stands between the world and precious treats.

The pond is situated in front of the house. Three tall pine trees stand on its far bank, reflecting their stately images

to the life beneath. Armed with mason jars, we make capturing pollywogs our mission of the moment. These tiny

black creatures bring smiles to their captors' faces. The slimy, squiggly, stinky pollywogs tickle the hand and escape

through the fingers. Around the pond, the wet marshy grass has a life of its own. In the auditorium of grass, hundreds

of bugs chirp and frogs croak, as the hum of dragonfly wings leads the symphony. Floating butterflies add to the

beauty of this peaceful, melodic place. Muddy shoes are the price to pay for admission to this beautiful concert.

The winds of time have changed this place. Both the pine trees and the apple trees have disappeared, no more
picnics in the mow or swinging on a vine. Gone are the days of tea parties and candy cupboards. The little white house

and the red building are all that are left. The concert is never-ending, but no one hears it. The sadness in my heart is

comforted by the images firmly etched in my mind.
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CHILD ABUSE: A PERSONAL LOOK
Catrina Grugin, College Transfer

Looking back on a child who is hurt, angry, and desperate for change, I look back on myself.

When most people look back on their childhood, they have memories of laughter, joy, and fun.

When I look back, I remember the slapping, yelling, and the sting of the weapon of choice my
parents used. I can remember my sister wiping my tears and my wounds. She knew ofmy pain as

she too had felt the sting of my parents' blows.

It is said that in physical abuse, the pain of the hits and slaps soon fades, but that the pain is

instilled in your mind and in your heart, forever. After a beating, the pain in my legs, arms, back,

and sometimes face, would subside after about an hour or so. At that time, I would then begin

suffering the mental aspects of my abuse.

In my childhood, I often thought of myself as a bad, unruly, undeserving child. I felt that if I had

been bom the child my parents really wanted, the boy they wished they'd had, I might have made

them happier, less angry, and more loving.

Eventually, the feelings of inadequacy, fear, and humility began to take a new shape. They

became rage, frustration, anger and hostility. At first I was confused as to what I was feeling. I

would yell at my sister, my brother, and sometimes, boldly enough, my parents, even at the risk of

being punished. It seemed I didn't care anymore what would happen. I became so angry and held so

much hatred for my parents that I too began inflicting pain on people I cared for, sometimes without

reason. This behavior soon found its way to affecting my friendships. I started ignoring friends that

to me came from normal homes, friends whose parents spent time with them, played with them, and

didn't hit them. I can remember one incident where I broke off a friendship of eight years because

she wasn't beaten for something I knew would cause immense pain for me. Soon my friends took

interest in others, actions which left me alone and mad.

Spending many nights with no one to talk to or play with left me time to analyze what was going

on in my life; I began asking why was this happening to me? When would it end? Could I somehow

change things? I learned that my mother had been abused as a child herself, and my father had to

help his mother raise his brothers and sisters. Knowing that my parents never had a real childhood

themselves helped me to understand their resentment and frustration, which pushed me to make sure

that someday I wouldn't inflict the same pain, anger, and despair on children ofmy own. I decided

it was time to let go and move on.

Breaking the cycle that is associated with abuse was one of the smartest, most mature things I

did at the young age of seventeen. It made me feel that I not only had survived, but the children I

hoped someday to have also survived what can be a most humiliating and painful childhood. Look-

ing back now on a life of misery and despair, I fully believe that I in no way was responsible for the

life I had to live in a home of violence, but as a mother of two of the most beautiful children, that I

am responsible for the childhood that they will one day look back on, and their memories should be

full of laughter, joy and fun.
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Micheala's Horse, Chris Howell,

College Special Studies



JUNE2

Day breaks,

thoughts of you.

A walk in "our" field,

shadows of your face.

The phone rings,

oh! let it be you.

Thirty-one yellow roses on the altar,

No! It should be thirty-one candles

on a cake.

Irma Wiggins

College Transfer Director

VISION OF YOU

Golden curls

Smiling face

Gold-rimmed glasses

White shirt

Khaki pants

Blue-striped Nikes

Irma Wiggins
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TEARDROP

Beauty of a rain slick night

The wetness forms a barrier

To incubate thoughts and feelings

Against the rage of moonbright

For only a brief interlude

While the raindrops play

(

Michael Russell

College Transfer



JOHNNY STONE

it was rock hard and glistening

but now
you are listening to your own
haggard breathing,

are you seething as you

marcesce?

could you have wanted him any

less than you did that night of

pounding rhythms and dance hall lights?

what was his name?

or number? or address?

could you have cared any less than

you did on that night of pulsing rhythms and flashing

lights?

you toss, tortured

and torn,

at once, fuming and forlorn,

the priest implored you to confess

but could you have seized

life any less than you did that night of

failing rhythm and fading light?

did the darkness envelope you

or drag you down?

did you relinquish your flame

with relish or a frown?

the nurse softly tells me "it's for the best" but

I see you lying, supine and still, and

wonder if you ever knew rest

as you did on that night of

somber silence and extinguished light.

Carol Lautier- Woodley

College Transfer

ENCHANTEE

Your eyes

they have entranced me
with their compassion,

their blatant sexuality,

their youth,

their pain,

and their understanding.

Their ready response to all that you see

and all that you hear

and to the things that you don't hear

and that you don't say

but show

with giving,

attentiveness,

time,

and yourself,

lures me
deeper every moment
into an abyss that I may not want to

escape

even after you are through with me.

Deana E. Collins

Accounting
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WHERE DOES AN IDEA COME FROM?
Pat Turlington, Art Instructor, Liberal Arts Department

The most important thing in creating a brick sculpture is

to find the Concept, the right idea to express in the art work.

It is the hardest part of creating a work of art. The concept is

the art work; the rest is simply execution. Nurjierous aspects

come into play in my initial search for the concept including:

the people who commission the work, the site for the brick

sculpture and the reason behind the work. My brick sculp-

tures fall into the realm of "Public Art." In order to be suc-

cessful, they have to communicate with a large audience of

people of all ages. In the past, some of my brick sculptures

have been created to educate, others to entertain; some have

been created to inspire, others to influence.

When I am hunting for a concept, I submerge myself in

anything that will heighten my artistic awareness. I draw in-

spiration from listening to classical music, going to concerts,

the ballet and looking at other works of art. My intuition plays

a big role in developing the concept; I trust my instincts and

follow them. I do intensive research in numerous directions in

order to gather information pertinent to the commission and

to broaden the ideas that are germinating in my head. I also

talk about what I am working on to anyone who will listen,

particularly my family and friends, because talking about the

work keeps me focused on the work.

Finding the concept for a work of art is often a process of

discarding ideas until all that is left is the best idea. I find that

verbalizing helps me discard poorly conceived ideas because

instinctively, I only discuss what I think is my best idea. Vo-

calizing with family and friends gives me plenty of feedback,

clues, and directions to look into before I finalize a concept.

The artist Renoir said, "Before you can have a roaring fire,

you have to have a good supply of wood." Before I finalize a

concept, I spend a lot of time gathering wood!

This brick sculpture commission about which I shall speak

had its own unique demands. It required me to represent a

religion that was not my own. I felt that the commission also

required me to create a work of art that would not only com-

fort grieving people but more importantly, take away their

sadness and inspire them.

The clients were a doctor and his wife with four children,

ages four through fourteen. They live on an estate on a moun-

tain in western North Carolina. They commissioned me to

create a set of brick sculpted walls to attach to the existing

iron gates at the entrance to their estate and a wall for a Jew-

ish cemetery on their estate. In talking with the clients, I learned

that the family were avid environmentalists and very active in

their community. The parents had come to live in this small

Southern town when they were young and over the years have

blessed the area with their time, talents and philanthropy. I

also learned that the father had lost all the members of his

family except his mother and brother in the Holocaust in Eu-

rope during World War II. The family wanted to establish a

cemetery on their property for the Jewish people in their com-

munity.

Part of my homework was visiting the sites where the

brick sculptures were to be located. The iron gates at the en-

trance to the estate were in a lovely, secluded area filled with

trees by a small stream. The wall gates needed to be high

enough to fit up against the iron gates and wide enough to

discourage passage around the sides of the walls. I saw the

small stream that flowed on either side of the gates as the

natural boundaries of the walls. The cemetery wall on the

estate was to be located in a large open area that had a mag-
nificent view of mountains. It was to be forty feet in length.

It was obvious that I needed to design a wall that would not

obstruct the beautiful view and, for practicality, serve to cre-

ate a low maintenance cemetery.

That evening as I lay in bed in the motel trying to go to

sleep, pictures began to appear in my head. I saw myself

standing at the entrance to the estate, looking at earth-col-

ored brown brick walls trimmed with a band of carved multi-

colored leaves down their sides and top. The carved leaves

and the brick walls blended perfectly with the natural sur-

roundings. Even without being able to see the shape of the

gate walls or the cemetery wall in my head, I knew that, with

this small visual image in my head, I was on the right track.

I did not demand any answers; I simply allowed the pictures

to flow. I saw the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem. This ancient

wall from the Temple of Solomon is a wall which people

stand in front of and offer prayers. I realized that I wanted to

design a wall that would encourage people to walk up to it

and by looking straight ahead, the people would also be able

to see the mountains behind the wall. In the center of the

wall, I saw a Star of David with an inscription in English and

Hebrew below it. Thinking about the idea of getting people

to walk up to the wall, I saw brass plaques mounted on the

wall to indicate where each grave was located in front of it. I

realized that the brass plaques on the wall would eliminate

the need for large tombstone markers on the ground, and the

grounds in the cemetery would be low maintenance. I praised

my mind for the pictures it gave me, so it gave me more. I

saw that the cemetery wall would dictate the shape of the

estate gate walls. I saw that the cemetery wall, like the walls

attached to the entrance gates, would be trimmed with a band

of multi-colored leaves down the sides and across the top.

Even though I could see an inscription carved on the cem-

etery wall, I could not make out what it said. And even though

I could see numerous details of the gate walls and the cem-

etery, I could not see the overall shape of the cemetery wall

nor the shape of the walls attached to the iron gates. In one

night I had done one third of the work needed to develop the

concept. But it would take many months of hard work and

worry before I finalized the concept by coming up with the

shape of the gate walls, the cemetery wall, and the inscription

to go on the cemetery wall.

For several months, the shape ofthe cemetery wall eluded

me. Looking back on it, I understand why. For one thing, I

was having to cope with fear. In all my previous commis-

sions, either an architect or a landscape architect had given

me a set of plans and asked me to carve a brick sculpture on

it. I had never had the responsibility of designing a wall, and

I was terrified. The second problem was that I was looking in

the wrong places for the answers. The most influential art
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professor in my life had taught me that if you can't find the

answer, then you've asked the wrong question. To get ideas

for the shape of the cemetery wall, I was looking at brick

walls in flat eastern North Carolina when what I was design-

ing was to go on a cemetery on a mountain in western North

Carolina! I wasted months with designs that did not work. I

got discouraged and on several occasions, had to take a stick

to myself in order to get myself to sit down at my drawing

table and try again. Nor could I think of an inscription to

carve on the cemetery wall. Time was going by, but I could

not begin carving until I had the whole concept. Finally, in

desperation, I realized that I had to start completely over and

threw out every scrap of design work I had done.

As I sat staring at a blank sheet of paper, I saw the moun-

tains beyond the cemetery wall. Finally, I was looking in the

right place! I designed the cemetery wall to follow the shapes

of the distant mountains and followed the same motif in de-

signing the walls that attached to the entrance gates. The cem-

etery wall would be composed of a series of four undulating

arcs that rise six feet above the ground and fall to four feet,

eight inches on either side of a center arc that was seven and

a half feet high. The cemetery wall would be composed of

earth-brown brick with an eight-inch band of multi-colored

leaves carved in two-inch relief down the sides, front and top

of the wall. The wall is broken up into sections by eight-inch

wide posts carved in two inch relief multi-colored leaves. A
three-foot-wide Star of David would be carved in two- inch

relief directly below the center arc in the wall with an inscrip-

tion in English and Hebrew carved in one-half-inch relief be-

low it. The Star of David would be carved in a golden yellow

brick clay and would be surrounded by a circle of dark brown

brick clay. The lettering would be set in a rectangle of the

same dark brown brick clay. Now I had two-thirds of the

concept! All I had left to do was come up with an inscription

that would not only comfort grieving people but more impor-

tantly, take away their sadness and fill their hearts with glad-

ness and inspiration. The inscription was to prove to be the

most challenging part of the commission.

After many months of research, I had not come up with

an inscription for the wall. One night at a dinner party, as I

was talking about the commission and my plight at not hav-

ing found an inscription for the cemetery wall, the hostess

gave me a book on the letters and dispatches of Raoul

Wallenberg and said, 'This might help you in your dilemma."

Wallenberg was a thirty-one-year-old Lutheran Swede who
volunteered to work for the American Red Cross to save the

lives of Jews in Nazi occupied Budapest, Hungary, during

World War II. In a little over a year, he saved the lives of over

one hundred thousand Jews in Budapest by issuing them Red

Cross protective passes. He was arrested by the invading

Russian forces and disappeared into a Soviet prison in 1945.

He has never been heard from since. I read several biogra-

phies on his life as my fascination grew for this hero.

For weeks I pondered this extraordinary young man who

had so unselfishly given his life in the cause of human free-

dom. I was thinking of Raoul Wallenberg as I waited for the

curtain to go up for the ballet Swan Lake at the Memorial

Auditorium in Raleigh when suddenly the inscription flashed

into my mind. I quickly asked my husband for his pen and

wrote the inscription on my program: THE GOOD WE DO
LIVES AFTER US. This inscription spoke not only of

Wallenberg and the family who commissioned the wall but

also of all the anonymous people who have passed through

this life giving so much of themselves for the betterment of

others. It would be a fitting inscription to inspire the young

and the old alike who looked at this wall in this small cem-

etery located in the mountains of North Carolina, and as im-

portantly, the family's descendants who would keep this cem-

etery for generations to come. I called the clients and told

them of the inscription. They liked it immediately. They had a

foreign exchange student from Israel staying with them, and

he translated the inscription into Hebrew.

Now that I finally had the total concept, I was ready to

set about carving the brick sculpture. Over a period of four

months, I went to my carving studio as often as possible and

carved the green, unfired brick for the commission as I lis-

tened to operas and symphonies. What a happy time after so

many months of feeling absolutely miserable! When I fin-

ished the carving, I followed my tradition of listening to

Beethoven's Ninth Choral Symphonyio celebrate taking down

and packing the last portion of carved brick. What a joyous

piece of music to commemorate a labor of love! After the

bricks are fired at the brick factory, I will go to western North

Carolina with my master mason and install the brick sculp-

tures the last of May.

Excerpts from a talk given to students in the School of

Landscape Architecture at North Carolina State University,

Raleigh, NC, April 22, 1996.

I wish to dedicate this writing to Gerald Simmons in the

Liberal Arts Department who over lunch sat patiently lis-

tening to me ramble on about the early ideas I hadfor this

commission.
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WHERE DOES AN IDEA COME FROM? (Continued)

Pat Turlington, Art Instructor

4
THI GOOOM DO LIVES A"TrR US

The Star of David Cemetery Wall

Gate Waili for tbe Entnuice to Castle Creek Estates
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THE FLOWER HE PROTECTED

One morning he saw a flower

it was blessed with the colors of the rainbow

its petals were kissed by the tears of mother nature

every morning he returned

to bask in the flower's glory

one morning he saw a stranger

looking at HIS Flower

staring at HIS FLOWER
BASKING IN THE GLORY OF HIS FLOWER
he knew he must protect his flower

so the day

he picked his flower

and took it home

he bought the most beautiful vase for his flower

and placed it by the window

he showered his attention upon his flower

but once again he saw someone looking AT HIS FLOWER
so he moved it to the mantel

but it happened again

so he closed the windows, dropped the shades

and closed the curtains

now his flower was safe

a few days later he noticed

that the leaves of his flower had wilted

and its petals had lost their color

in anger he smashed the vase against the wall

and threw the flower out the door

as he walked back into his room

he wondered how that flower could have

done this to him

after all he had done for it

Lee Patrick

College Transfer WHO'S SEEN THE RAIN?

A rainbow hangs in a bright blue sky

No colors herald its existence

No one marvels at its brilliant hues

No one wonders at its beginning or its end

No one asks why is it, what is it, where does it

come from

It screams with a silent voice

"I am here, notice me"
Finally it blinks out of being

No one will muse "where did it go"

All it ever needed was a little rain

To open its hidden colors and make it spectacular

Lee Patrick

College Transfer
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Native Images, Deborah Biegun, College Transfer

BUFFALO ROAM

darkness smiled for the first

daylight mourned its prescience

starts the dawn of the xylem

a nearby brook

inserted its divine wisdom

altered green set the nail spiked grass

uprising a new star

gay and free

a herd of strength

playing youngsters

innocent nibbles on mothers' ears

species endless

compatible with another

hierarchy stricken

left to feed together

grains and fruits

blood and water

wisdom of survival

taught by the fathers

a buffalo came to

ocean's edge

the young he kept were

whole and well

a life of passion lay

ahead

wind blew like song

leaving rich smells

the dusk will gray

and sea will fall

this first day

if the only, a perfect gift
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a gentle nudge

a mother's nose

blotted sleep from the youngsters'

eyes

free to roam

to the hills

foothills to the massive peaks

the way showed much

virgin eyes grinned

on plains vast

maturity evolved

soon the path

led away from family

once was seen a man

high atop a ridge

red complexion

Jennifer Yates

College Special Studies



THE BEAUTY OF MEXICO
Jowhar Rasheed, Microcomputer Systems Technology

Every Sunday morning I would hear the shower come

on. The sound of the water hitting the tub would always

wake me. I would hear his closet door open and shut. We
lived in San Diego, California, just a few miles away from

the Mexican Border near Tiajuana. I would always want

to go with my uncle but couldn't dare dream of getting out

of my warm cozy bed and being exposed to the cold crisp

morning air.

One Sunday I remember waking up and looking at the

clock. It took me a while because my vision was a little

off, due to the good sleep I had. My eyes came into focus,

and the clock read a quarter after seven. I knew that I would

be able to catch my uncle before he left and tell him that I

would accompany him that day. The only reason he went

to Tiajuana was to collect his money he won from the bets

he made in the pool. I got into the bathroom where the tiles

on the floor felt like ice. The mirror was still foggy, but I

could see where they had been wiped. The hot water seemed

to rejuvenate me with energy as it ran down my back. When
I was finished showering and dressing, I found myself gaz-

ing at the hills that were Mexico, but my view was limited

due to cloud cover. I was snapped out of my semi-trance

by my uncle's anxious voice saying, "Jowhar, I'm leaving

soon!"

The highway seemed empty as we drove. The border

gates seemed to be drawing closer and closer with each

glance. And then the highway was packed with cars trying

to enter the country of Mexico. I felt we were like geese

jammed all together due to the horns honking. The traffic

was bumper to bumper. As we made our way through the

gates, I was mesmerized by the magnificent hills that I

could see from my bedroom window. They seemed to stand

there with authority, watching me as much as I was watch-

ing them. I could see them with detail now. Their dark

green color and the specks of colorful houses made them

look more like Christmas trees. Roads wound the green

giant like a snake. I was surrounded by these magnificent

hills. As I looked more and more, they seemed to bring out

the beauty of the country.

As we continued further into this foreign land, the

people began to take on a different identity. I was used to

seeing the faces of these people in America, but now I was

in their country. They didn't wear sombreros or dress

stereotypically, but they dressed more like us. We drove

past an old gray stone Catholic Church. I could see the old

women leaving and the young children playing in their

freshly washed cotton shirts, unaware that I was watch-

ing.

We made our way into the heavily populated city. My
uncle acted as the tour guide, but my attention was drawn

to the colorful buildings and the pot holes in the road that

made me feel that I was in a bumper car ride. The car

stopped on a bumpy unpaved parking lot. My uncle said

that we would walk from here. As I opened the car door,

the sounds from the city suddenly rushed at me and filled

my ears. It sounded much like the big cities in America

that I was used to, horns honking and people talking. We
walked about four blocks to the sports bar. It was a new

building alive with Spanish music. I waited outside sur-

veying the area, with my ears and eyes tuned into every-

thing. A man stood on the comer selling watches, shirts,

anything imaginable. His voice could be clearly heard, try-

ing his best to draw attention. Something drew my atten-

tion the other way. I could hear a donkey. There were lots

of them. They carried market merchandise waiting to be

sold. It all resembled a big carnival.

The aroma of the food made me hungry. I could smell

tacos, enchiladas, burritos, and things I had never heard of

but smelled good. The food was being sold in stores, res-

taurants, and concession stands. I entered the sports bar

where my uncle was. The scent of beer lingered in the air.

Confused by the mass of people, most ofwhom were drunk

and couldn't speak English, I sat down. I heard my uncle

calling my name, and I turned around. He was right behind

me with a smile on his face and some nachos with cheese

and chili in his hand. I looked around the room and saw

everyone was having a good time. My uncle told me that

he won his bets, and I knew that this was one of the best

days that he and I had had in a long time.

My exposure to the Mexican country made a deep im-

pression in my mind. It showed me how the stereotypes of

the Mexican people are all wrong, how they act much like

us, and just how beautiful that country is.
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Maze, Chris Howell, College Special Studies IMPRISONED

I REACHED OUT

I was so lonely, depressed, discouraged, confused, heartbroken,

unsure, doubtful, despondent, withdrawn, deserted, oppressed,

and defeated. I felt as if my world were falling apart. My dreams

were shattered. It looked so hopeless. I felt so helpless.

I reached out and no one was there. I reached out again, and no

one was there. In desperation and despair, I reached out one last

time. I felt two hands grasp my shoulders. One was very strong

and firm and belonged to God. The other was soft and delicate

and belonged to you. You and God reached out and pulled me
from the sea of darkness I was in.

Edward F. Long

College Transfer

I've taken the road not traveled.

And traveled the taken road.

r ve knocked on the gates of heaven and hell

But did not know the code.

I live in a world of limbo.

Where chaos brings confusion.

I see the dead and talk with mutes.

But everything is just an illusion.

One moment I am in a world of images

Where darkness and evil loom.

I'm standing in front of the Prince of Darkness,

Waiting to meet my doom.

But then all at once it becomes a dream.

As I stand on the streets of gold.

I'm now in a world of eternal youth.

Where nothing but thoughts grow old.

And then I tried to enter the gates

Sealed under lock and key.

I had enough money and plenty of fame.

But that couldn't cover the fee.

Then an old beggar approached me
And in a serene voice said:

"Fame and fortune are your necessity in life.

But do not help you when you are dead."

So now I'm back on my middle ground,

A world between heaven and hell.

Until I can find the door which eludes me.

Forever this will be my jail.
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College Transfer



NURSING STUDENT
I am a struggling nursing student

with high hopes for the future.

Trying to learn the difference

between an ilium and a suture.

What is this muscle? What is this bone?

Will I pass the test?

I'll take the notes, study real hard,

and try to do my best.

For with all my heart, 1 long to know

that enormous sense of pride.

When first I hear that word of thanks:

"You saved my life!" she cried.

Anne Barlow

College Transfer

It's Not Broken, Hasan McBride

Business Computer Programming
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AT $2.50 AN HOUR THE TIPS SHOULD BE BETTER
Jennifer Campbell, College Transfer



THEN AND NOW
Thomas Steves, Forest Management Technology

While I was home enjoying this past weekend, a less than

enjoyable thought occurred to me: Here it is Sunday already,

and our journals are due this week. I went over in my mind

the possible topics trying to decide on suitable ones for the

remaining tasks, but alas, I could not think of any that stimu-

lated my creative juices. I decided that since our teacher is

consummately reasonable, she would allow me the latitude

to submit, for one of the tasks, a topic of my choosing. The

following descriptive analogy came to me through the unex-

pected mental connection oftwo similar events, and it is about

personal changes in how I view the importance of nature as

art.

The first event happened several months after I arrived

for pilot training at Laughlin AFB, Texas. My close friend

Chip and I liked to get a thrill during periods of night-flying

by sneaking out to the runway, under cover of darkness, to

watch the jets take off and land up close. I didn't realize at

the time that we were actually learning about humanities.

We got an appreciation of art by watching red and green

aircraft position lights decorate a starry sky. The symphony
of afterburners was a kind of music to our ears that mere

words could not describe. We would lie on our backs in the

runway overrun so we could feel the heat and rumble ofT-38

afterburners on takeoff and delight at jets landing right over

us. It was the most beautiful, exciting sight imaginable, and

I could not believe we were being paid to do something I

would have gladly done for free.

Needless to say, the Air Force did not condone this activ-

ity, and in hindsight, it was not the safest pastime. It was,

after all, student pilots making those landings, and occasion-

ally they landed short. But it seemed to be true that the inten-

sity of the thrill was directly proportional to the level of dan-

ger, so we were willing to take the chance in order to experi-

ence the thrill, and we savored every delicious minute of it.

To us, airplanes, more so than women, were artful things of

beauty. But that was then, over twenty years ago, and I

haven't thought about it in nearly as long. These days a

favorite pastime is wilderness hiking. Getting away from

"civilization" and communing with nature are the closest

things to a religious experience for me, especially near dawn

and dusk when there is the best chance to observe wildlife.

There is a place like this near home where I regularly

go on long walks with my best friend Toby, my dog. Until

recently, we have enjoyed exploring in the wooded areas of

our own subdivision, but at the current pace of development,

it seems that every time I'm home to visit, more of our pre-

cious woods have succumbed to the bulldozer in order to make

room for more unwanted neighbors. Our sanctuary is now a

large pond a mile from the house which began life as a bor-

row-pit.* It has since grown up in a mature pine, sassafras,

and persimmon, and while I have seen other human tracks

around it I have, gratefully, yet to meet another human.

This past Sunday in the dusk following sunset, Toby and

I were there enjoying a rambunctious game of hide-and-seek

among the eroded sandy hillocks, knowing it would be our

last time together for the weekend. I had climbed atop a grassy

knoll and lain motionless on my back under a lone pine tree

waiting for Toby to find me. Suddenly, I was startled by the

rush of air being disturbed over my head and looked up to see

the silent silhouettes of a flock of geese swooping down to the

pond and gliding gracefully onto the smooth surface. I was

so amazed by the thrill of this, as I continued looking toward

the pond, listening to the happy honking as though the geese

were congratulating each other on another successful land in

the orange twilight before darkness, that I was oblivious to

the approach of a second formation again flying right over

my head. Toby found me grinning from ear to ear, and we
both sat, my arm lovingly around him, and listened to the

second flight splash down and join the first in honking their

satisfaction.

Some events make such vivid memories that time does

not diminish their realism. Time will tell how important this

memory will become, but now I've learned that nature's art is

much more beautiful than anything manmade. Then, I was

too naive to know.

*A borrow-pit is an agricultural or construction term denot-

ing a place where soil is removed to be used elsewhere.

A VIEW OF HUMANITIES
Renee Phillips, College Transfer

I've learned a lot of new, interesting things in humani-

ties, but the greatest thing I learned is to never stop learning.

There was a time when what was going on in the world really

didn't matter. All that was important was what I could see

right in front of me. Now I have a whole new oudook on life.

I want to know about what's going on everywhere. I want to

know about new technology, different cultures and religions.

I want to see other parts of the world, maybe even do a little

exploring. I've realized that in order to really make it in this

world, you have to be aware of what's going on in it. You

have to be, in some kind of way, a part of it. Humanities has

taught me that the world is one big closed door and it's up to

me to open it and become a part of what's inside. It has

inspired me to take a stand and assume my rightful place in it.

I would advise everyone to take Humanities.
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WHALES
Peggy Moses, College Transfer
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LARRY THE LIMB LIZARD

Larry was a lizard and he lived on a limb, all the while the sun warming his skin.

On days when the sun got a little too hot, Larry would find a much cooler spot.

Perhaps on a leaf or on the bark of a tree, but on his limb is where he wanted to be.

His favorite limb was at the top of a tree, and from his limb he could easily see.

He could see down below where the red berries grew, and Larry the lizard that sly Larry knew.

That the berries would bring bugs of all different sorts.

Larry would eat them, with great pleasure, of course.

Larry could change color whenever he wanted, sometimes he was green, sometimes he was spotted.

So the little bugs never saw Larry over their head,

If they had, I'm sure they would have fled.

Larry would lounge there, the sun warming his skin

And the little bugs would walk under his chin.

On no other limb would he rather have been.

As Larry was lounging on one warm summer day.

He saw a great giant, and it was walking his way.

He jumped to a leaf and quickly turned green, but it was too late, he'd already been seen.

The giant grabbed Larry leaf and all, Larry hung on, he was worried he'd fall.

"My goodness," thought Larry, "this giant is tall!"

The giant brought Larry right up to its face.

It peered at poor Larry, with eyes that seemed quite out of place.

'This giant is hungry," thought Larry, "and I'm just a snack."

Then Larry felt something warming his back.

This giant was big and it was most surely smelly, but oh how it warmed him right down to his belly.

The giant then stroked him across his head gently, he just couldn't believe that the giant was friendly.

His fears of being eaten were soon washed away, this is where Larry now wanted to stay.

Wrapped in the warmth of the giant's great hand. "I think I will stay here just as long as I can."

Larry was lounging and feeling quite pleased, when his ears detected the rustle of leaves.

The giant put Larry right back on his limb, then stood there just looking at him.

It then stroked his back as it made a gentle sound, then turned and walked off, its steps shaking the ground.

Larry still lounges with the sun warming his skin, and the little bugs still walk under his chin.

He likes his spot on the limb in the sun, but a spot on a giant might also be fun.

Steven Heusser

Ranger Technology
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TV WATCHER...BEWARE!
Jenny Heim, College Transfer

A wide variety of TV watchers exists in this world.

One should hope to become a well-balanced type. Many
people tend to fall into the clutches of the annoying and

sometimes difficult-to-live-with TV watchen We all dread

and never want to be classified as one of these.

The channel surfer tends to coast through many chan-

nels within seconds of sitting in front of the television. The

surfer never watches more than five minutes of any show.

It is troublesome to watch TV with this individual as one

show after another goes surfing by that one may wish to

watch. There is never a recollection of what shows are on,

only that there are "X" amount of channels to "catch." The

channel surfer uses the remote control as his or her surf-

board. One would never consider relocating the remote con-

trol from the "special spot," and there is always a fresh set

of batteries to keep things running smoothly. A clear dis-

tinction of a true channel surfer is the calloused thumb.

One can tell how long he or she has "surfed" by the density

of the callous. Although this may seem to be the most an-

noying TV watcher, the TV dictator can be worse.

The dictator runs the TV area, much like Hitler, with

the utmost strictness. It seems to present no problem for

one of this sort to walk into the TV area and change the

channel to suit him or her, regardless of who else may be

trying to enjoy a show. As with many dictatorships, democ-

racy is downtrodden, and the victims bend to pamper the

dictator in order to keep peace. One would never consider

making noise during the ordered quiet time. All the subjects

under the dictator respect the throne of the ruler. Usually

the throne is a recliner placed directly in front of the TV
about five feet away. This is royal ground; no one would

dare occupy it for more than five seconds at a time. This

individual most commonly works during the day, which al-

lows time for the daytime disciples to become established.

The daytime disciple's day normally begins promptly

at 9:00 a.m. and ends right at 4:00. One talk show after

another fills the disciple's head with new relationship ideas,

bizarre family secrets to spread, and ways to classify be-

havior. By 1 2:00 this individual leaves the TV area to have

a quick thirty-minute lunch before the life-line of soaps

begin. At 12:30 the daytime disciple, armed with a box of

tissues, lounges on the couch to catch a part of life she

would rather live in. The hours tick away and eventually

4:00 arrives. Suddenly, this individual swings into action,

turns off the TV, and tries to accomplish the tasks meant to

be done during the day. Is there a balance in all these insane

actions?

Americans have not all become TV addicts. There is

still a rare breed of normal watchers called the endangered

species. This group of individuals is noted for their desire

to have a life outside the TV area. The endangered species

spends less than two hours a day in front of the TV and

spends the other time enriching their minds through social

activities.

By becoming aware of this growing problem in America,

one would hope our society would be more careful to avoid

any classification ofTV watcher other than the endangered

species. We should ask ourselves which classification we
want to belong to, then examine where we are. There needs

to be an effort to help the endangered species list grow more

numerous.

Herringbone of Illusion

Stephanie Sutton,

Law Enforcement Technology
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Layer Upon Layer, Sudie Davis, College Transfer
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KEY-LIME PIE
Kimberly Evans, Academic Skills Staff

Unbelievable. Been here five days and the cops have

not been involved in a ruckus at any given point, no one

underage has been cuffed and jailed, and I don't even have

a hangover. I figured by now I'd have a tattoo, Harley

friends, and tiny hoops pierced in places I'd never dreamed

of. Clarissa Hapshaw bungee jumped off a lousy crane set

up by the MTV crew, but the only thing that actually got

aired was beer spray directed at bikini-clad sorority girls.

Bummer. One of us North Carolinians finally got near the

stage and we still didn't get to claim 60 seconds of fame

during Daytona's official Spring Break Week.

So here I am, lounging around and still hoping some-

thing irresistibly tacky, outrageous, or at least something

Geraldo would approve of, will break the monotony and

inspire an intriguing story. I need one and I need it fast.

Monday morning at 8:00 a.m.. Professor Mooney's intensely

smug smile will be anxious to greet me.

"Give me a story...one about real people doing real

things," he'd lectured three weeks ago.

"I don't want to read about your ailing kin or your

lifelong mutt that means the world to you. Give me a per-

sonal experience, or an observation that can pass for a short

story simply because its mere existence says something

about life; its value lies in...." Blah, Blah, Blah. Excuse

me, but what kind of a story is that? Besides, who does he

think he's dealing with? I never claimed to possess a single

creative gene; I'm a journalist.

I gulp down the last bit of Mai Tai and dig my hands

into a bag of sour green grapes. This short-story business

has been haunting me ever since it was assigned. Think

about it. I live in a boring town surrounded by other little

boring towns. I spent a portion ofmy savings and the whole

month of February in a coffinlike tanning bed because I

needed to get the heck out of North Carolina and SEE some-

thing. Geez, I haven't even seen a guy in a G-string (up

close, that is). If this particular week didn't prove to en-

lighten and season my dull existence, then I would quietly

accept my humble surroundings and never shed a flake of

burnt skin again. So I practically glued a thick pad of white

paper and two ink pens to my sides and patiently waited. It

is still blank.

In fact, my entire motivation got all screwed up right at

the beginning of this trip. I was about six hours or so into

Destination Rorida when a hurricane, torrential rainstorm,

(or at least I'm convinced some type of natural disaster)

selfishly imposed upon my drive. Rain pounded furiously

against my windshield and only the fluorescent, sharp streaks

of lightning helped make the curvy two-lane visible. My
pitiful excuse for a car slid on and off the flooded road, so

I decided to pull over and wait for the monstrous storm to

subside.Unfortunately, in the last hour, I had not seen much
more than cotton fields, cow pastures, deep ditches, and

abandoned, rusty tractors. So when a stoplight, swinging

back and forth in the fierce wind, two lampposts, a few

cinderblock buildings, and the most hideous lime green Ford

pickup came into view, I stopped. I did hesitate, thinking

that the place on the left advertising coffee, beer, and

Marlboro on the bright red electronic sign might not prove

to be "better than nothing." A deafening crash of relentless

thunder persuaded me to just get the hell off the road.

Ijiggled the large round knob, and the screen door swung

open wide. At least a dozen pairs of eyes stared at me as I

slid into a comer booth to mind my own business. Budweiser

and cigar smoke seemed to be the delicacy, and the dress

code reminded me of a scene on The Waltons. A sign dis-

playing the words TOBY'S hung lopsided in the window.

A burly, unshaven man behind the dusty counter gave me a

toothless grin. I never did draw up a will. I thought as long

as I didn't spot any unusually large insects or rodents of

some sort, I'd make it out alive.

"Hey, Toby, your man's fixin' to go down," yelled a

heavyset, whitehaired man circling cigar smoke out of his

mouth. He laughed as the toothless man glanced at the little

black and white television hosting a boxing match.

The maroon-colored booth I slumped against was ripped

around the edges, exposing rubber foam. I wondered how
long it had been since anyone had even thought about dump-

ing the ashtrays and refilling the napkin holders. I won-

dered even more about the half-filled bottle of Kikkoman

sauce that sat by the cash register and what menu item it

was supposed to go with.

A man wearing bifocals sat across from me and held a

newspaper only a few inches from his eyes. He moved his

head from side to side as he examined the pages. The wait-

ress, who had "Peggy" stitched on her left pocket, filled his

empty coffee cup. She then came to my table, slapped a

menu down on it, and smacked annoyingly on a piece of

gum. The menu had been laminated at least twice, and the

'Today's Special" had been marked through with black ink.

Peggy, a lanky blonde, wore a faded blue polyester dress.

It clung so tightly to her body that I was amazed she could

breathe properly. The uniform, splotched with dark grease

stains, convinced me not to order anything but a coke.

Reaching into her side pocket, she yanked out a yellow pad

and asked, "What' 11 be, hon?"

"Just a coke, thanks."

She pushed a strand of wiry hair behind her ears, sighed,

and turned away, mumbling to herself.

When is that rain gonna stop?
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Images of Mai Tais, parties, white sandy beaches and

people rich in diversity and culture consumed my thoughts.

I could hardly wait to get to Florida. I had interesting people

to meet and a story to write.

Peggy finally brought my coke. I wrapped my hands

around the cool can and glanced at the people hunched

around the cluttered bar. An old Coca-Cola sign hung on

the wall behind the bar, and the largest Almanac I'd ever

seen was pinned underneath it. Two ladies with frosted hair

sat babbling about the weather. Even from where I was

sitting, I could see clumps of orange, cakey powder adher-

ing to their lined faces.

"When it rains, it sho does pour, wouldn't ya say,

Geraldine?" one asked, while continuing to dip from a can

of snuff.

"Oh yea, and it's really something out there now. My
Henry' 11 be ticked off. He was gonna paint the bam today,

ya know." She opened a compact and a tube of lipstick.

I almost jumped out of my seat when a deep, boister-

ous laugh echoed in the room. A huge man, with a set of

jingling keys attached to his belt, nudged the sides of a short,

bald man beside him.

"I told ya, you nitwit, damned if I didn't tell ya you'd

been had. Ain't no way you'll git what ya paid fer it."

The short one placed his Richard Petty cap back on his

head and scratched his chin.

"Ahhhhhh...it ain't nothin' major. I'll git it runnin'

again."

"Yea, you'll git it runnin' all right, just put a new en-

gine, transmission, and carburetor in it." He spat as he talked

and I couldn't help but laugh at the two characters. Shorty

kept waving his hands wildly in the air and shuffled to the

bar.

"Hey, Charlie," yelled the heavyset man at the bar, "I

got some land up yonder in Flor-y-da I wanna sell ya!"

TOBY'S suddenly became a noisy, but friendly, hang-

out. Everyone watched Charlie try to dig his way out of the

mess he'd gotten into. A little girl, who had quietly been

twirling her hair around her fingers, took advantage of the

distraction and shook the bubble gum machine near the door.

Kneeling down, she lifted the metal flap up and peeked in-

side to see if she had successfully released a piece of color-

ful gum. A freckled-face woman wearing a pair of overalls

unhooked on one side grabbed the girl's arm and dragged

her out the door, claiming, "You're gonna rot your mouth
out with all that sugar." I smiled, remembering all the times

I heard those same words from my mother.

I slouched in the booth and leaned my head back. The
ceiling fans were spinning at full speed, circulating all the

smoke and dust around the room. The man seated across

from me finished reading his paper and ordered a slice of

key-lime pie. He practically inhaled it and licked his lips

like it was the best he'd ever tasted. When was the last time

I had key-lime pie...hmmmm..I caught Peggy's attention

and ordered one for myself. Surprisingly, it was not quite,

as bland as I assumed it would be.

"Nothin' like a good fight on a Saturday afternoon!"

Toby shouted and pounded his fists on the counter, excited

that the match was over and he won the bet.

Crinkled expressions of dismay replaced former grins

of anticipation. The losers reluctantly dug around in their

pockets and continued to drink and smoke, passing time in

TOBY'S. Curiosity about these ordinary folks occupied

my mind temporarily. I sipped my coke, listened to the chat-

ter, and considered how each of the characters might spend

the rest ofthe week. Maybe some farmed while others owned

car garages. I pictured the two old ladies with the frosted

hair in a beauty shop, frosting everyone else's hair in town.

"Hey, Geraldine," I heard a gruff voice say, "it finally

stopped rainin'."

I jerked my body up and pressed my nose against the

glass to confirm her words. Sure enough, the sun peeked

out between two thick clouds and the lampposts on the cor-

ners no longer served as beacons in the storm. Wildflow-

ers, growing slanted in the ditch across the road, waved

back and forth in the gentler breeze, and green spades of

grass glistened with lingering raindrops. Storeowners

walked to the curb, pointed at some overturned trashcans,

and waved at the passerbys.

Free to resume my road trip and leave Toothless Toby

and the gang behind, I put two dollars and fifty-two cents

on the table, wiped the comers of my mouth, and headed

for the door. I could still hear the others hollering about the

"fixed" boxing match, the deal Charlie got suckered into,

and something about Clinton's latest veto. It left me won-

dering how it all tumed out.

So you see, even from the beginning, this trip seemed

destined to be far from exciting. So much for my intended

story.

Lifeguards remain perched at their posts, seagulls fetch

a tasty lunch out of the warm, blue-green ocean, and the

imprints of tiny sand diggers continuously disappear and

reappear with each splash of salty water. I shut my eyes,

circle my toes in the hot sand, and swallow the grape's sour

juice.

Man, that was some good pie.. .wish I had a piece right

now.

Funny, the only trip I've ever taken outside of North

Carolina and my fondest memory is only a piece of key-

lime pie in a diner located somewhere between South Caro-

lina and Georgia.

I pretend not to notice that my blank white pad is being

soaked by the incoming tide. I simply flip my shades down
and continue to roast on crowded beaches located some-

where between Daytona and Miami.
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REFLECTIONS
Shannon Nevers, College Transfer

One ofmy favorite places was in Stowe, Vermont. In this

town, I used to sit by a stream. This was a place I could think

and be at peace with myself. I found if I looked closely into

the stream, I could see the reflection of more than just my
face.

The water glistens like a shiny new quarter in a small

child's hand. Trickling sounds and fresh moist air bring peace

and serenity, once again confirming the beauty of nature. The

stream is a lonely wanderer, singing its pleasant melody as

gravity pulls it to an unknown destination. Molding the con-

toured path as it travels, the iridescent liquid turns at random.

Below the surface, a bed of rocks seems to control the path of

the water. However, the smooth, sculptured surfaces are at

the water's mercy, like putty in Mother Nature's hand. A thin

layer of algae is gently lifted by the current, causing it to

wave as if to say farewell to the passing wanderer. The smaller

pebbles are but temporary residents as they are often carried

from home to home.

Covering the bank, the young greenery depends on the

nourishment of the stream. Like an infant yearning for its

mother's bosom, the roots stretch out for the essential nour-

ishment needed for life. The mature standing timber provides

stability and shelter for the new plant life. Green, fuzzy moss

scattered over the intertwined roots resembles the mysterious

works of an abstract artist.

At first glance, the water in the stream seems helpless to

its surroundings. It is as ifthe rocks and trees form the stream's

path. In our lives, the rocks and trees represent the people

who stand still and accept what life has given them. On the

other hand, the water represents the people who know what

they want and are shaping and choosing their path through

life along the way. Which one are you?

DOWN IN THE VALLEY
Dori Fraser, Geriatric Technology

Against the outline of the early morning sky, the moun-

tain looms huge and foreboding. Slowly, the sun stretches

forth her rays like arms to warm the valley below and to bring

forth the new day. The mountain, aptly named Thunder Moun-

tain, lives up to its name, as rumblings from an early morning

spring rain can be heard in the valley below. Rashes of light

streak across the sky like bullets from a gun. Suddenly the

sky opens up, and rain cascades down the mountain, washing

her clean. Like a mother protecting her child, the mountain

cradles the valley below.

Gradually, the sun-kissed valley begins to awaken. Sun-

light flashes across the river like diamonds on a ring. Above,

clouds race across the sky like sailboats on an ocean of deep

blue. The air, fresh from the morning rain, is alive with the

smells of spring. After a long, deep sleep, fields have begun

to bring forth the first touch of life. Like downy feathers on a

bird, fragile crops burst forth with tender shoots of green and

sway gently in the morning breeze. Fields once brown now

stand adorned like models in a fashion show. Alfalfa fields

appear as carpets of deep purple. Com fields just beginning

to show their spring wardrobe are dressed in the finest silks

of deep green with shimmering accents of gold. Dew drops

suspended on their sleeves add the crowning touch; reflecting

the blue from the sky, they appear as sapphires.

The fruit trees, like bridesmaids, are standing in line for

the first spring wedding. Once barren, they are now bursting

with color. From the palest of pinks on the apple to the vi-

brant fuchsia of the crabapple, each tree is a confirmation of

life. The soft virgin white of the pear tree sets her apart as the

bride. Softly, butterflies begin to prepare her to meet her bride-

groom. Gracefully they flutter about her, adding a special

touch here and there to make the arrangements complete. The

air is filled with the smell of the bridal bouquet and the heady

perfume of spring. Finally, the wedding party is assembled.

As dusk falls on the valley, the choir begins to rehearse.

A steady hum can be heard from the bees as they finish the

day's work and head home. Toads lazy from the sun begin to

stir and warm their voices. Crickets begin to tune their vio-

lins in preparation for the evening sing. Squeaks and croaks

soon turn into a lullaby. Darkness slides over the valley like

black velvet, soft and comforting, bringing an end to another

day down in the valley.
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HOMESICK*

When I think about home

Autumn comes to my mind

The cool lightly windy weather

Colorful leaves red, orange, and yellow

The bright light blue sky, with big

white puffy clouds, here and there in the sky

All this under a bright beautiful sunshine

that glows upon the autumn weather.

Homesick, for that is how I feel now.

To God, I pray for a safe journey home

As I think about my family and friends

I remember why I am here away from home

America, is why.

For she is number one in my life

There's no place like home sweet home

Now it is time for me to lie down and rest

And pray for another peaceful day.

Myra Lynn Howell

Administrative Office Technology

Love in Cocoon, Doris Weaver

College Transfer

FOURTEEN YEARS

The night has fallen, the sun has set

as a car creeps, lights unlit;

Down the street the car comes

to see yet another life undone.

A flash of light—a mother screams

knowing her child won't fulfill his dreams.

Why is he gone? What did he do wrong?

Fourteen years, a life so long

to receive hate this strong?

Fourteen years, quarter of a life,

to a child an eternity of strife.

Not a revolution or crusade,

no great tyrant to persuade.

Ruthless soldiers slay ? and kin

the only wrong, the neighborhood they're in

Alchemy's wealth the greatest lure.

For this disease there is no cure-

A dark, dark chapter, of this I'm sure.
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SOCIETY

As targets we live:

With Heaven in our faces

And Hell at our backs:

With guns in our faces

And knives in our backs:

With sexism in our faces

And racism at our backs:

With politicians in our faces

And criminals at our backs:

With handicaps in our faces

And perfections at our backs:

With adolescents in our faces

And adults at our backs:

With customers in our faces

And employers at our backs:

With students in our faces

And instructors at our backs:

With professionals in our faces

And the aspiring at our backs:

With poverty in our faces

And wealth at our backs:

With death in our faces

And life at our backs:

With victims in our faces

And victims at our backs,

As victims we live our lives.

Keith Lewis

College Transfer

NOT JUST ANOTHER NUMBER

They say that I'm just another number added to this world.

They say I'll never amount to much in this world.

They say that I'm just another problem for this world.

But I say to them NO!
They say I will be a statistic.

They say that the welfare system will be my Savior.

They say that my home will consist of babies and men.

But I say to them NO!
I forbid statistics to tell me who I am.

I am a conqueror and an achiever.

Therefore, I say to them NO! I'm not just another number.

Marilyn E. Ward

College Transfer

HERE I AM

Here I am
In a sea of unfamiliar faces.

Here I am
Struggling, lest I drown.

Here I am
Starting over again.

Here I am
At your side.

Can't you see me?

Kimberly M. Smith

Automotive Service Technology

(ASEP)
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"MAN AT WORK

It was a mixture of raven and dove

that perched upon my shoulder

bending beak to ear

it told me that Eve's vessel

had been filled

and the prophecy of Genesis

had been realized

In one fell breath the mongrel bird

had unraveled the fragile seams

ofmy newly constructed road

causing great chunks of precious asphalt

to plummet into a great yawning chasm of uncertainty

Devils begin to dance at the destruction

and vultures start to drool in anticipation

of the coming meal

But the devils must stay their dance

and the vultures must forego their grizzly feast

for even in the middle of the wreckage

no one may forget the lineage of the messenger

It takes but a small change in direction

to see the colorful headgear of psychedelic witches

and the orange diamond resting upon its side

on which are writ the immortal words

"man at work"

Lee Patrick

College Transfer

A Diamond's Brilliance, Deborah Biegun, College Transfer
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MY SIXTH GRADE CLASSROOM
Joan M. Brindley, Criminal Justice

Last year, I stopped by the old school that I attended

when I was in the sixth grade. As I pulled into the circular

driveway, I was surprised to find that it looked the same as

I remember, but how much had really changed? I wasn't

able to go inside as it was closed for the summer, so I sat in

my car surveying it, wondering... As my mind drifted, my
head filled with visions so real they could be seen and a

feeling of warmth filled me.

The brown brick building stands two stories high with

a roof that comes to a point to keep the snow from piling up

too much in the winter. It has lai^e, wooden double doors

in the front and an ugly black metal fire escape that runs up

the side leading to the second and third floors. GREEN-
WOOD is spelled out above the entrance in large metal

letters that have taken on a green hue over the years. Two
massive brick chimneys rise from the center of the per-

fectly square building, and trees surround it on both sides.

The American flag hangs from a tall, white flagpole in the

center of the front lawn, snapping and popping in the stiff

breeze.

Tugging on those heavy doors to get inside was quite a

chore, and once I was inside, the heat from the old boiler

furnace would almost knock me over. The smell of eras-

ers, crayons, and old papers mingled with the slightly musty

smell of a well-worn trunk. The long hallways seemed

cavernous and the ceilings much too high. The wooden

floors, which creaked underfoot, were worn smooth by thou-

sands of tiny sneakers and winter boots, and warped by

people that preferred to walk on one side of the hall more

than the other.

The solid wood classroom door squeaked mercilessly

to announce a latecomer. It was a large room with a gray

slate chalkboard in the front that always seemed too hard to

clean at the end of the day. Above it, a long sheet of paper

reminded us of our ABC's. The walls were covered v/ith

maps ofthe world and pictures ofpast presidents who would

watch over us when our teacher had to leave the room. The

Stars and Stripes stood sentinel in the comer and heard our

Pledge of Allegiance every morning.

The room smelled of heat on cold winter days, and our

teacher cracked open the huge double-hung windows to al-

low the crisp air to filter in. The old pipes and radiators in

the back of the room banged and ticked, and occasionally a

large boom echoed through the school announcing the ar-

rival of steam. Our desks and chairs were always in straight

rows and kept free from clutter. They too were made of

wood, and here and there one would find the initials of a

child who was thinking of better things to do. There was a

large compartment for storing (under a top that flipped up)

books and pencils as well as notes being passed around the

room. I could almost hear the whispering...

It was my car radio which had suddenly become no-

ticeable, and I realized that it was time to go. I reluctantly

made my way down the driveway and glanced at my former

school one last time in the mirror. A smile came to my
face, and I thought to myself that it was probably better

that I didn't get a chance to go inside.
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EULOGY FOR THE LOST

MORALITY SLEPT LAST NIGHT

Morality slept last night-

Sailing through the air

And into the white light

Of passions unfulfilled.

Morality slept last night-

Dreaming birth

And singing dirges

To Purity calmly killed.

Carrie Ditzler

College Transfer

NIGHT-WALKING

I play the Rimbaud mime.

Within the fires of inspiration.

Descent in Hades is my heart in dreams,

Where the warmth of the seas kisses sunken rhymes.

And the muses stare in motionless night.

Languid in the hole of a stranger's land.

While I wander, embraced by the cold black wind.

And this is when I walk. This is why I walk alone.

Beyond the sweet smell of sleep.

Below the smile of Nihilism,

I climb the great wall home.

To a palace beyond the pain of emotion.

Where I, like Dionysus, promise what I do not own.

And suffer the pull from my vine.

Yet I smile with the world and dance most gleeful.

But this is when I dance. This is why I dance alone.

My lips drip the sweet honey of tongue, sculptures-

Molded landscapes and rainbows of twenty-six figurines.

I describe a world beyond the grasp of time.

Where wild men reach the golden gates of Heavenly ground.

Pure like the moon and graced with the ghost of sound.

Made as the great truth of a risen Shaman,

Blessed as the bird who "sings to comfort its own sorrow"

And this is when I sing. This is why I sing alone.

Carrie Ditzler

College Transfer

The pale horse calls upon us now

I hope we're not too late

I hope the words beseige us on the night we meet our fate

I hope the tides of wisdom come in rolling from the sky

I hope to hear the passing of the fearsome mournful cry

After I slip into the big sleep deep beneath the painted sky

I want to hear the laughter of the thieves who pass us by

I want to know the secrets of the ancient castle dunes

I want to feel the twilight in a world of lonely ruins

I want to see the rainfall in the desert of the shores

I want to hear the tunes of songs as never sung before

I want to feel the presence of a passing Raven's wing

I want to know all truth and hear the melancholy sing

Pale horses in the oceans of the lost forgotten souls

They carry out their motions in the foggy distant shoals

I feel them coming closer as I ride the crashing waves

I hear them neighing formless closer to the dying knaves

I hear and see them come again

And now I have no fear

I know the truth in lying and I will not shed a tear

Ocean waves are calling

Destiny unclear

From disgrace I've fallen

Fallen into fear

Fallen into ocean

Ocean made of tears

Sorrow dies and death belies

But no one ever hears

No one ever listens

No one ever sees

No one feels the sorrow

No one hears the pleas

Carrie Ditzler

College Transfer
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Rising Above It All, Arliss Sauls Pittman, College Transfer
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